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NEW JERSEY

Trustees Propose To Purchase Pingry

by J. Thomas Coho/an
The Kean College Board of Trustees met in Public Session Monday and voted to submit a Capital Expenditures Proposal to the Department of Higher Education
that, among other things, calls for the acquisition of the
Pingry School. As Trustee Bitterman, who chaired the
meeting said, " We don't know if we'll be able to get it
(the Pingry School) but, since it's available we are going
to make a very strong and vocal effort to get it."
The acquisition of the Pingry
School was proposed as an
alternative to a capital improvement plan that calls for additions
to the library and the gym at an
estimated cost of 6.3 million
dollars. The purchase of the
Pingry School may cost as little as
4 million dollars and Pingry
already has a library and athletic
facilities . Renovation costs were
estimated to run to 750 thousand
dollars.
Besides the savings to taxpayers, the reasons cited for purchasing the Pingry property were
its extant facilities. Pingry has
football and baseball fields, a
track, a gymnasium,-a swimming
pool, and a theatre. The major
problem cited against the acquisition of Pingry was it's distance
from the Kean Campus, Pingry is
approximately three eighths
miles from the campus. The purchase of buses for shuttle service
was suggested as a possible
solution. An additional advantage would be the extra parking space the split facilities
(Kean/PintJryJ would alot.

final decision on the proposal
will be made by the Department
of Higher Education (DHE) in
January after public hearings
have considered this aspect of
Kean 's capital proposal along
with the proposals of the other
state colleges and the state
University. The DHE at that time
will propose abond issue to

finance these capital improvements.
Another reason given for the
advantages of purchasing additional land and facilities was that
the residence hall population explosion (400 plus students are on
the waiting lists) mandates the
renovation of Whiteman and
Dougall Halls as freshman dormitories with a subsequent displacement of the many offices
now located in those buildings.
Currently, those two old dorms
house at least eleven offices, ineluding:
Housing,
Campus
Police, WKCU, Energy Hot Line,
and Whiteman Center. With the
renovation of the dorms all these
offices would have to be moved
to space that is currently not
available on campus but would
be available at the Pingry
location. As President Weiss
summed up, "I'll be happy to go
ahead with the purchase of
Pingry if that's what the board
advises."
Dissent on the Bwrd
Trustee David Mytelka expressed doubts as to the
thoroughness of the Board's
investigation and preparation of
the proposal for the acquisition
of Pingry and suggested that the
entire Capital Improvements
Proposal be tabled until the October Board meeting. He characterized the Board's actions as
rushed and, "childish." Tabling
the Capital Improvements
Proposal would entail not only
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Trustee Bitterman explains the advantages of the Pingry acquisition to other trustees.

the tabling of the Pingry acquisition by tabling of the entire
eleven point program that also
includes compliance with a state
mandated program of equal
access to facilities for hand icapped people that must be accomplished by 1981. Trustee
Bitterman explained to Mytelka
that time considerations made
his tablini motion untenable
since the Department of Higher
Education must have the Capital
Improvements
Proposal
by
September 25. It was also explained that there is still ample
time for furth e r consideration of
the feasibility of the purchase
since, until the DHE proposes its
bond issue in January, the
Capital Improvements Proposal
can be n;iodified and/or l'..ompletely revamped.
Mike Hill explained that, according to the DH E's own
figures, the Kean Campus is
suffering a space deficit. in com-

parison to current facilities, of
more than 100% in three major
areas; 80,000 sq. ft. deficits in
both library and student union
facilities, and a 37,000 sq. ft.
deficit in gymnasium space. He
offered this data as evidence
corroborating the necessity for
more facilities presumably at the
Pingry site.
When the question was called,
Mytelka alone amongst the
trustees, objected to both the
calling of the question and the
question itself. The Capital Improvements Proposal will now
be submitted for review to the

tions to the Early Childhood Department after the protest of the
dismissal of two Early Childhood faculty that occurred last
year." She was referring to the
non-reappointment last year of
two Early Childhood faculty for,
"insufficient
clear
positive
evidence of teaching effectiveness." President Weiss explained
that the college was undertaking
a feasibility study of the Early
Childhood Department considering a possible expansion.
Also there had been six new
faculty appolmed the department, two full-time and four

'°

halt-time. Two of the new JH»i-

DHE.

Faculty Dfsmlssal
- and Appointment
In new business that was addressed from the floor, Dorothy
Goldberg, a faculty member who
sits on the Academic Policy Standards Committee of the Board of
Trustees, said that she was,
"shocked to hear of five addi-

tions were admitted to be
replacements of the positions
vacated by last years dismissals.
As President Weiss put it, " The
difference now is that we have
two untenured people on the
Early Childhood Department
and thus have five years for the
feasibility study."

Johnny Ca'n "t Read,, His College Won"t Teach
He Just Wants A Good GPA
by John Wood
LOS ANGELES (CPS) -There's
been a lot of talk about " Why
Johnny Can't Read " in this country, and most students, if they
could write would probably
wonder, "Who _cares? All we
want are classes that will give us a
higher GPA ." There are indeed,
plenty of easy classes around .
The University of Texas, for example, offers a course called Ed
Psych 310, which is dedicated to
showing entering freshmen how
to get by at the school.
You can learn to fly for six
credits at North Dakota State
University, and you can become
a belly dancer for credit at Cal
State-Sacramento.
American
University in Washington, D.C.,
offered $631 summer course
called "The Train in American
Culture." Students boarded a
train and spent six weeks riding it
to Baltimore, Chicago, San Francisco, and other places. In
essence, i! was a summer
vacation for credi!.
Northern Missouri State
University has raised the
academic hustle to its purest
form , offering a course iii disco
dancing .
But, then ag?.in , Miami Dade
Community College has a course
called " Understanding and Enjoying football." Students can
learn about veers anq 3-4
defenses. · The Monday night

'class, according to the school
catalogue, breaks in time for
students to watch Monday Night
Football on TV.
Such examples of fundamental learning experiences do, it's
true, lack in sublety. Here, then,
is a catalogue that could be a
dream for the serious connoisseur of easy courses :
Children's Literature

A comprehension of works by
some of the sissiest authors to
ever lift a pen. Attempts to
answer the question: " Was Grim
a fairy? " Miller's superb Anthology of Ancient Heroes will
be used, and students who
concentrate mostly on the pictures will be severely penalized
come quiz time.
Meteorology 3

The nature and structure of
clouds, condensation, and what
keeps the damn things in the air
so long . The evolution of clouds
is examined from precipitation
to measles to adolescence and
beyond. Laboratory work will
consist of creating your own
miniature cloud and then trying
to make it heel.
Theology Seminar

A group discussion on topics
related to the question: " Is there
a God , and if so, why doesn't He
pick up His mail? " A God versus
Devil debate will feature the actual presence of the two superpower themselves, and the sky

above the football field will be
reserved for this occasion. A
special panel on exorcism will
probe the nagging dilemma of
what to do when you believe
you 're being possessed by a
salesman.

topics (such as why we revolve
around the su_n rather than an
enormous pomegranate) will
also be treated in some depth.
(Not open to former astronauts) .

,

History of Animation
• A survey of the cartoon in its

formal introduction (first tea
to be held this Thursday) to all
the constellations in the Milky
Way . Explanation of how the
planets got where they are, and
why they haven 't left. Selected

present form . Special attention
will be focused on Walt Disney's
fetish for seeing baby hamsters in
the nude, and the relevance this
had to do with the making of
" Snow White." A special dis-

Astronomy 1

cussion sessions will be formed
to determine the possible ramifications stemming from the
recent disclosure that Bullwinkle the Moose has become emotionally involved with the Pink
Panther.
Sports in American Life
Prerequisite : Engineering 110.
The concept of sports in
modern-day society, emphasizing the inter-relationship
(Continued on page 2)

Declines
(CPS) - Two-thirds of the
colle1r. freshmen this year are
hig! . school seniors who took the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT last
year. The nationwide test results
have just been released . The
SAT-eye view of freshmen
reveals, among other things,
that:
- \
They aren't any smarter, but
not much dumber.
Their parents are making more
money but not giving it to them .
Girls start out smarter than
boys, but get dumber.
Academically, the class of '82
set a record. For the first time in
10 years, the average verbal score
didn 't go down; it held steady at
429. The math score, however,
dropped by two points, as it did
last year.
The grade point averages

(GPA's), too, have dropped to
3.09 from last year's 3.11 and
1976's 3.12. Achievement Test
score averages declined for the
second consecutive year, as did
the number of students taking
the tests.
Financially, freshmen may
have to sweat more for their
education: Their families '
median incomes rose from
$17,600 to $19,200 a rate a little
over the inflation rate. However,
parents are expected to contribute only 25 to ten percent of
costs, which average $3,054 a
year at public schools and $5,110
annually at private schools.
Median parent contributions
varied widely according to
ethnic groups, ranging from $380
per year for blacks, $390 for
Puerto Ricans, $430 for Mexican-

-Americans, $560 for American
Indians, and $630 for Orientals to
$1,410 for whites.
The social makeup of SATtakers is changing in the direction of past years, with more
minorities (17 percent), more
women (51 .6 percent), and less
men (48.4 percent).
And, although women had
higher GPA's (3.15 compared to
men 's 3.03) , the men still scored
higher on both verbal and math
sections. Women did excel in the
written English section, where
the average score continued to
decline .
Finally , business and
commerce continued as the fastest growing field in popularity
for both sexes. It 's second most
popular following health and
medicine for women and
engineering for men.
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by Joseph William s
" Don 't drop classes because of
poor grades," veterans are advised by Steve Vence, Coordinator of Veteran Affairs at
Kean College, " w ithout first
checking on the Va tutorial assistance program with the Office
of Veteran Affairs on campus ."
" The
tutorial assistance
program can help veterans defray the cost of tutoring service in
the weak subject areas," Mr.
Vence continued. " An indi vidual veteran can receive a maximum of $69 a month, up to a
total of $828 during the ten year
VA education benefits eligibility
period , and the tutorial assistance payments are not
chargeable to GI bill entitlements."
" The Office of Veteran Affairs
(OVA) requires a letter from the
professor of the class in which
the tutoring service is needed. .
The letter should state that the
veteran requires tutoring help

and that the professor approves education under the GI bi.II. It is a
of the selected tutor," M r. Vence big help, part icularly if the tutorexplained .
ing can keep a vet in school. I
" Also the veteran 's tutor must urge all veterans o investigate
forward a letter of qualifications t_his program at our Office before
to the OVA."'fhat letter should dropping any classes ."
also include a statement of the
Steve Vence and Mike Drisnumber- of hours to be tutored , coll , Veterans Admin istration
per week· and the fee per hour," Representative
on
Campus
the Coordinator added . " Under (VROC) can be contacted at the
the tutorial assistance progr,am OVA, located in the Kean
the veteran can submit an ap- building, on Monday through
plicatton for reimbursement Friday from 9 a.m . to 5 p.m.
each month," M r. Vence con- However, Mike Driscoll has
tinued . " However, we recom- made arrangements to be
mend tha t, if possible, the available later on Thursdays for
veteran wait until the end of the veterans that find it hard to make
semester to submit a tutorial ap- the regular hours. He would application. This way the problems preciate the veteran calling
with the payment can be before com ing on Thursday
m inimized, as the VA has a heavy evening (527-2028) .
workload during the semester."
Mr. Vence concluded by encouraging veterans in need of
tutoring ass istance to appl y for
1he program. " The VA establ ished th e tu to rial assistance for
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) veterans to use to help with their
The federal governmen t gave
more moriey than ever before
for scientific research at colleges
and universities last year. But a
National Science Board report
has found some ominous trends
beh ind that news. The reporter
you get caught selling or using
suggests that in the future
drugs in the dormitories you
might as well pack your bags.
t here 'll be fewer research dollars
Hey, who said life was fair?
ava ilable for fewer schools, thus
Another wa y, you can insure
kno cking the props from under
against learning the finer points
many college scien ce departof commuting is to obey the fire
ments.
drills. It may seem a bit juvenile
As a result, more colleges are
· but it is for your own safety, and
stressing teaching over the
besides if you get caught in your
research role for their science
professors.
room during a fire drill you can
Back in the early 1960's, the
expect a change of address . Your
report explains, the federal
contract can also be terminated
government generou ~ly granted
if you continually feel it necesmillions in basic research funds
sary to let your fellow residents
to buy sophisticated equ iphear your seventy watts per
ment, assemble special laborachannel
stereo
receiver .
tories, and construct whole
Remember three noise complaints and you're out. Keep the science complexes.
By 1977, though, most of those
volume level reasonable.
grants had been either reduced
If you feel you cannot and will
not heed my advice and your _ or discontinued. And by 1977,
most federal science funqing recontract is terminated
quired just . those kinds of
remember you have the right to
elaborate
facilities. · Conseappeal in writing the decision of
quently those schools that emthe Housing Office. Do this as
soon as possible. Do not sign out
ployed someone who was good
at getting basic research grants in
or turn in your keys until you
the early sixties are now the only
have heard an answer to your
schools that can compete effecappeal. The final appeal rests
with the Dean of Students.
tively for basic research grants in
the seventies.
The most important thing you
The report, called " Basic
can do as a resident is read your
Research in Mission Agencies,"
Housing contract, and your
further explained the governResidence Hall handbook (the
Quad) . If you don't have a ment has shifted from basic
research to applied research .
handbook get one from your
That means federal agencies now
floor R.A. or Head Resident.
can only fund research that is
How can you expect to play the
directly related to the agencies'
game properly if you don't know
the rules?
· legislative mandates.
For example, the Dept. of
In case you haven 't noticed,
Defense, which used to fund
the Dougall Hall Recreation
mathematics research, can do so
Center has a new lo.ok. The pool
now only if the research can be
tables have been recovered and
applied to, say, weapons systems.
a number of pinball machines
Yet that kind of research rehave been added . Take a bow
quired elaborate equipment.
Housing Office-you deserve it.
Since the government no longer
P.S. If any residents would like
fi nances such equipment for
me to look into anything in part icular, drop mea line in the Indy schools, many coll eges are simply being shut out of fede ral
office, c/ o The Homesteader.

(Continued fr om page 1)
between coaches, players, and
the ir m ascots. Will investigate
t he theory of why teams wearing
gree n and yellow uniforms
alwa ys choke under pressure.
EDITOR'S N OTE: John Wood is
w ith the Dept.- of Microbiology
and Immunology at UCLA.

NAV Y CAMPUS VI SIT
The United States Navy will be
o n campus in Hutchinson Hall
from the 27th to 29th of
September. Positions availab le in
aviation, bus.iness m anagem ent
and surface line.

An International Students Day
will
be celebrated
Friday,
September 29, in Downs Hall, at
Kean College. An open ing
reception will introduce the new
students from many countries
now enrolled at the college to
school admini strators and
faculty .
The day-long program is designed to help students from
other countries adjust to their
new culture. Among other presentations, the students will see a
film from the National Associa tion for Foreign Student Affai rs
t hat presents a broad view o f U. S.
society and illustrates some of
the problems the students may
face. A fter a discussion deali ng

with immigration, jobs-, and
financial aid, a luncheon will be
held in their honor Embassy
guests, selected public officials
and gift donors. Each student will
receive a gift box of American
products.
·
Companies from surrounding
communities who have supported the program include: The
Bristol-Myers Company, Proctor
and Gamble, MacMillan Bloedel
~ ontainers, McDonald's, J.B.
Williams and the New Jersey
Division o f- Travel and Tourism .
More information on the
event can be obtained by calling
Ann Walko, Assistant Dean of
Students at Kean College at 5272190.

The Richer Department s Get Richer

Campus Housing Commentary

· Johnny Can~t Re~d

•,

Crisis In Science

The Homesteader
Last
week
we discussed
general information for the
residents just entering his or her
new apartment. I hope that you
have found those pearls of wisdom of some value.
This week we will examine
those poor unfortunate souls
who were not able to obtain an
apartment. As you well know or
should know by now, there is an
unusually long waiting list for the
Residence Halls. Some four hundred students are on the outside
looking in. They are waiting ever
so patiently for you to break
some Housing regulation so your
contract can be terminated .
That's right, they want your
room . The room you have just
painted. The room you may consider too small for your roommates and you. They actually
want the bathroom you have just
gotten use to reading in . That's
right, they want it all I Do not let
them get it!
There are a number of things
you can do to prevent your contract from being terminated, and
keep a stranger from moving
into your room the next day.
The first month of residency
you should remember to be discreet at all times. If you are going
to be doing certain things that
you know for a fact violate state
laws, as well as college
regulations, be discreet. You
know what I am talking about, so
don't let a certain foreign aroma
sneak out your door and into the
hallway. Burn incense, don't let
this friendly smell turn into your
worst enemy. You may consider
this a bit drastic but no one
should know about your personal hedonistic tendencies. If

International
. .....
Students Day

Lose Weight Through Hypnosi s
Loss weight naturally and norm ally by using the inner dimensions
of your personality. Contact Joe Cabriel at the Counseling Center for
information about controlling your eating behav ior through the use
of hypnosis.
The Counseling Center i_
s in the Bookstore Building, Room S.A. 126
or call 527-2082.
Enrollment in the hypnotic weight control prog ram is limited ... so
act now!
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research grants. The Nationa l
Scien ce Board found th at 85
percent o f the governmen t's
basic research monies in fiscal
year 1977-78 wen t to fewer tha n
one hundred colleges.
So the NSB, which oversees
the National Science Foundation , forecasts some radical
changes in the historic relation ship between the government

and the academic scientific
commun i ty . Already many
science departments, short of
research money, are schedul ing
more teaching time fo r their
researchers. Without stretching
the point too far, it's a case of the
academic scientific commun ity
losing not only its biggest customer, but its prima ry source o f
funding .

OLD BAILEY'S PUB
presents

The
''Kean King"
.

Mike Barton
Thurs. & Fri.
Se pt. 21-_22

Wher·e:
17 Broad Street
Elizabeth
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A 'Funny' Honor For·A Controversial Prof
NEW YORK , NY (CPS) - Dr.
Bertel! OIiman is a 42-year-old
associate professor of political
science at New York University.
He owns an active sense of
humor, a healthy imagination, a
knack for controversy, and a string of " firsts " to his credit.
OIiman is the first Marxist to be
nominated for chairman of a
political science department
(specifically, the Government
and Politics Department at the
University of Maryland) . He
invented the " first Marxist board
game. " The game, called Class
Struggle, may be the first Marxist
board game to side with
management in a labor dispute.
And now OIiman is the first
Marxist ever nominated for the
presidency of the presgigious
American Political Science Association (APSA) .
Claiming .both symbolic and
political reasons, the Caucus for
a New
Political
Science
nominated OIiman for APSA
president in New York last week.
The caucus, which spokesman
John Birnbaum describes as" APSA's left wing," has about 1000
members.
Its nomination means OIiman
will run against Prof. Warren
Miller, the University of
Michigan
political
scientist
nominated by the APSA search
committee. It will be the first
contested APSA presidential
race within recent memory.
While the irony of the controversial OIiman overseeing the
somewhat staid , cautious APSA
would be obvious, Birnbaum
thought the OIiman nomination most significant because
OIiman is at the center of an important academic freedom case.
Cause Celebre

Faculty

members

at

Maryland 's government department, with the consent of the
school 's provost and chancellor,
chose Oilman for department
chairman from 140 applicants.
But the notion of a Marxist in the
chair inspired Maryland's acting
governor Blair Lee, who is a
gubernatorial candidate this fall,
to oppose the faculty nomination .
•
Lee was soon joined by some
state legislators, who threatened to cut state funding to the
school if Oilman 's appointment
was approved , and some
members of the board of
regents.
Out-going university president Wilson Elkins, who had
never before opposed a faculty
personnel
recommendation,
simply delayed approving
Oilman until John S. Toll,
former I y
of
SUN Y
at
Stoneybrook, succeeded him on
July 1, 1978. Toll waited another
three weeks before denying
OIiman the position. He said the
Marxist was "not the best qualified" candidate. Toll emphasized that OIiman's political
beliefs played no part in the
decision.
~
Toil's disclaimer was roundly
disbelieved.
One
Maryland
political scientist called the
decision " shameful. "
The
American Association of University Professors (AAUP) aimed an
investigation at the university,
looking for violations of AAUP's
guidelines regulating academic
freedom. OIiman himself sued
the school, asking for $300,000 in
damages and a reversal of Toil's
decision.
But Oilman was also busy running into trouble with Class
Struggle, the board game he
invented to teach the principles

of Marxism.
Labor vs. the Board ... Game

In July, a group of workers at
Brentano ' s book store in
Manhasset, N .Y., were in the
seventh month of a strike to gain
union recogni -tion . Then a copy
of Class Struggle was displayed in
the store window, in front of the
picketers. Striker Gary Stevenson
told Seven Days magazine that
" we couldn 't believe it. A
woman crossed the picket line
one day saying, ' I really support
you but I have to get Class
Struggle.' "
The strikers asked OIiman,
who last spring told CPS he was
having "a rough time" persuading stores to carry the game,
to withdraw Class Struggle from
Brentano's as a gesture of support for the strike.
Oilman balked. He instead
Don 't get me wrong. I hear he's a
offered to personally appear on
nice guy and a good professor.
the picket line, to donate $300 to
But APSA doesn't look for conthe strikers, and to give them two
troversy." He called it a " very
free copies of the board game. 'staid" organization.
The strikers angrily declined.
Birnbaum, of the Caucus for a
OIiman, in short, seems to
New Political Science, calfs it a
draw controversy to himself very
" generally conservative"
efficiently. As proof, the idea of
organization. He does not,
OIiman as APSA president struck
consequently, give his candione University of Wisconsin
date much of a chance to win the
professor as " genuinely funny.
presidency, though APSA is itself

investigating OIiman's rejection
at Maryland. Still, Birnbaum insists the Oilman nomination is
" beyond symbolism. It is
unlikely that he can win, but it
could happen." An OIiman victory, he believes, would " be a
strong statement on academic
freedom. "
Voting is by mail, and the
winner will not be known " for
several months. "

Taco Party
'A
Smash'
'

From 7:30 to midnight last
Thursday, the fQUrth bi-monthly
taco party was held and hosted
by Lynn Kirchdoffer. Lynn said,
" Since ·there is no Pub or place to
go on campus, parties like this
one provide someplace for
resident students to meet. " She
added, "These parties are necessary since"" a recent decision by
John Korley (Vice-President for

administrative affairs) , has
stopped the use of the Student
Activities building for resident
parties and these parties are an
important release valve." Also
mentioned amongst the partygoers concerns was the possibility of fewer parties in the College
Center Cafeteria due to the increase in maintenance fees,
(from $75 to $200).

Compliance With Housing Rules

Although wine and beer were
in abundance, Lynn drank only
coke, " I had to stay straight since
I was responsible for
everything," she said. Her main
task involved keeping strict com- ·
pliance with housing rules by,
(among other things) , keeping a

(Continued on page 20)

B U y · 0 N E G ET O N E

FREE ·
(We Match Your Purchase)

IMPI
1165 East Jersey Ave.
Elizabeth
SANDWICH MENU
REG

REG. LARGE
l. SPICED HAM, COOKED SALAMI & CHEESE .. ..... .. .. .
2. BOLOGNA & OHEESE .. ........... .. ................. .. ........... .. .
3. HAM & SWISS ..... ........... ...... .. .......... ..... ............. ..... .
4. HAM, SALAMI & CHEESE ... .... .... ..... .......... ... .. ... .... .
5. TUNA' SALAD
... .. . ....... ... ... ..... ..... ......... . .

99c
99c
1.10

1.95
1.95
2 .15

1.10 2.15
1.10 • 2.15
BB. Ham, Salami, Cappacola, Prosciuttini, Cheese ... . 1.45 · 2.85
6 . ROAST BEEF . . . . ... .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. ... . ... . .. . ....... ....... . 1.45 2.85

7. TURKEY (Wh ite Meat) ... ..... ................ .... ...... .
8. BLIMPIE CLUB, HAM, TUR K EY & CHEESE .......... ..
9 . BLIMPIE SUPER, Ham, Cappacola, Sal ami & Cheese
10. BLIMPIE BURGER ·usDA Choice Regular Only : .. .
l r. PEPPER STEAK
.. ....... ...... .
12. PASTRAMI
.... ... ................ . ...... ....... .

Store Hours:
Monday thru Wednesday
Thursday and Friday
Saturday

(Proof of- I.D. Required)
Special to Kean College Students\ Only
· Offer Expires October 14, 1978

I 0:30 a . m.-7: 30 p. m.
I 0: 30 a. m.-9:00 p. m.
I 0: 30 a . m.-5: 30 p. m.

1.25
1.25
1.35
1.25
1.25
1.35

LARGE
2.A5
2.45

2.65
2.45

2.45
2.65
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Sleeping Chairs

EDITORIAL

Dear Editor,
The new chairs in the library are absolutely beautiful! I for one will
show my deep appreciation by promising not to snore too loud.
Joan Schlegel
,

.The Attendance Policy that was delineated in last weeks Indy
was sufficiently vague on certain key points that it deserves
mention here. Immediately, a basic premise of the pol·icy,
namely the statement that, "the ce.ntral device of education is
the class and obligations cannot be satisfactorily fulfilled short
of regular attendance," must come under careful scrutiny. Who
says the class is the central device of education? It is not. The assimilation of knowledge is the central device of education and
knowleage assimilation is definately not dependent upon class
attendance. What justification would External Education
courses or CLEP programs have if that were so? Citing the class
as the central device of education is a more transparent attempt
to rationalize a position that has no real basis in fact, attendance. While there are numerous practical difficulties with the
policy we should pause here to reconsider the basic tenent of
the attendance policy; is the class the central device of
education?
The practical difficulties involving the attendance policy lie
with the statements that, "attendance per se cannot be used as a
criterion for academic evaluation of sophomores, juniors and
seniors" (in non studio, etc., courses), and, the instructor can
use the quality of class participation in determining student
grades," if it was so specified at the beginning of the course."
But nowhere does the policy recommend any system of grading
people's class participation. Nowhere is anything that would re-

·s1oan
International Airport
•

Dear Editor,
I am in full agreement with Joan Schlegal (September 14, 1978).
Why the hell aren 't there any comfortable, relaxing chairs in Sloan
Lounge? As a transfer student, I d idn 't expect mass produced, impersonal molded plastic chairs in the Student Center.
As a former student of both Morris County College and William
Paterson College, I was eagerly anticipating leisure reading in quiet
comfort here at Kean, too. ..
/
·
Anyone w ith suggestions as to how to rectify this dismal situation
can contact me by getting my address from the Independent Office.
Gail Leon

We Need
More Letters

quirefacu\ty to keep any type of records to justify their class participation grades . Without any standard such as that, class par-

ticipation grading is in danger of becoming arbitrary.
What for instance would constitute class participation,
saying, "Here" at the beginning of every class or askin·g wel·I informed and researched question on one of the rare occasions
that you do attend class?
How can any grades be grieved with an attendance/class participation policy that places all the burden of proof on the
students? A student could have an A on the midterm exam , an A
on the final , an A on the term paper, and receive a B or C in the
course. If the grade is grieved the faculty member only has to say
that the student failed class participation. The faculty member is
not required to keep any records and they can grade at their
own discretion, or whim.
The student, on the other hand, gets stuck with the short end
of the faculty shaft or mark as this case may be.
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OP-Eb
Those who work the Student Organization beat for the Indy have come
to expect ar-i adversary relationship to develop between press and government as a normal occurrence. Unfortunately, there are times when
government cannot resist the temptation to tip this delicate balance in
their favor by trying to curb or control the media.
The Parente Administration, fresh into office and true to form, has so far
provided the campus media with very little reason to rejoice :
• Meeting last May, Student Council narrowly accepted a Finance Board
recommendation to slash the budget of Third World publication Expressions in half. Third World representativPs had initially asked for additional
monies. It was denied. They walked out of the meeting in protest when
their request that Expressions be given the same budget it received last
year was turned down . Reportedly, one of the main reasons for the severe
budget slash was displeasure over the newspaper's content.
• Distribution of the lndependent's Freshman Orientation issue, a compilation by the editors of stories from the past year, unexpectedly was
almost shelved. Shortly after the newspapers returned from the printer' s,
Student Organization President Ray Parente and Business Manager Gus
Cero stormed i,:ito the Indy offices, impounded the entire stack of
newspapers, and cartwheeled them into the offices of Student Organization where they were kept for a time under lock and key. Apparently
unaware of the legal ramifications of his actions, Parente expressed his
concern over the " negative" content of some of the stories, particularly
those devoted to sports_. After a round of deliberations the newspapers
were returned to their rightful guardians. Subsequently, they were duly
distributed at Freshman Orientation.
Recently some columnists were informed that the printing of anything
too "political" may jeopardize Student Organization 's non-profit status,
and there has even been talk of a cut-off in funding, Student Organization1s ultimate weapon to exact compliance. These are essentially nonarguments since the Independent is governed by the same laws which
protect the major publications in this country.

Independent
Staff

Most of the people running Student Organization are misinformed on

Meeting
Friday
September 29
at 1:30 p.m.
Indy Office

this question, arid so hassles will develop. It should finaJly be noted that
after a couple of stormy run-in·s with the media Student Organization's attitude has been cordial and reluctantly co-operative. If things remain that
way, fine. _If not, well then, it's business as usual.
•

Tricky Dicky Pulls a Fast One
When he was in New York to sign a contract for his new book, Richard
Nixon had a few words for his old remesis, the Press. He warned against a
press ascendancy over government and said their excessive power and influence might bac~fire. " And I don't mean censorship," stressed Nixon,
"what I mean is the loss of credibility. "
This fine distinction, especially coming from the mouth of the notorious
"P." of Watergate-transcript fame, is nothing short of ludicrous. Early into
his administration Nixon used practically every weapon in his vast presidential arsenal to "get" the media including bugs, Spiro Agnew, harrassment of reporters , threats of license revocation, and official pressures. It
was a concerted effort if not to discourage certain stories, at least to discredit the media that carried them.
Given all of this, one could easily inter " loss of credibility" to be the
"operative" term for censorship in Ron Ziegler's revised dictionary of the
English language.
Carlos de Sa

IEIY?
i

S,.1-1 . >JJ'O

5~1-~"°
;J.-1'1-

~'°'

The OP-Ed is ; vehicle for anyone in the campus communlty to express an opinion that would be
interesting, entertaining or otherwise valuable. All articles should b~lfmlted to 600 words and submitted by 3:00 p.m. Friday. ·
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by Lizanne Gibson
outstanding material for SaturJudging from the activity atthe
day, Sept. 23rd.: at 11 :30 a.m.
Book Store, schedules have been
Freestyle #101 " Partners," a
finalized, text~ooks have been
series designed to reduce the
assigned and choices have been
effect of sex role and ethnic
made. In addition to the
stereotyping and ·at 12:00 and
academic scheduling, there are
12 :30 The Growing Years #101
other pleasurable activities for a
and #102, series devoted to one
successful and stimulating
key aspect of child developsemester.
ment. This program would seem
The Co-Curricular Program
to be of interest to educators,
Board and the Townsend lecture
psychologists,
students
and
Series
have co-sponsored
parents .
programs of movies on WednesWOMEN are featured on
day evenings in the little
Channel 13 in a film on Being a
Theater.
Other
programs
Prisoner at 11 p.m . on Sunday,
available are varied, including :
September 24th . The film focuses
Kreskin, a Jazz series, mime and
on a " model prison" the
drama. Brochures can be obCorrectional
Institute for
tained at the information desk in
Women in Clinton, New Jersey.
Townsend.
This would make a valuable adOn Wednesday September
dition to courses on penology,
27th, WOMAN TALK is pleased
sociology, law and psychology of
to present Jean Levitan, a faculty
women.
member of William Patterson
A specific WOMAN, Twyla
College, who \;ill address the
Thorp, dancer and choreotopic WOMEN: Our Health and
grapher, will grace the T.V.
Our Bodies. Ms. Levitan taught
screen in a unique program . She
courses at Kean College and
will be seen rehearsing " Once
would be pleased to see former
More Frank " with Mikhail
students and colleagues. Please
Baryshnikov (of " Turning Point" )
join us for an informative and
and dancing a premiere of new
thought-provoking session at 12
work, " Country Dances" pernoon in Downs Hall.
formed before an audience to
Channel 13 has programmed
bluegrass music. You can see this
,-- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
I Next week , please include the following item in the WOMAN SPAClj
I section of The Independent:
I
I Item or event _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___::_______ _ _ _
_I
I Place, date and time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
I Source - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - I
I Your name _ _ _ _ __________________ I
Please return all sugg~sti _ons to: The Campus Center for Women,
, SA 114, Bookstore Build1~-- - - - - · ______
1
---•

I

Rmf

SPEAK
by Stephen L. Bowers
Last week the Indy gave you
tips for renting an apa rtment in
the campus vicinity, including
the warn ing that you should
avoid letting on tha t you are a
student. Actually, you are the
very salvation of the Morris
Avenue consortium of slumlordsl What more can they ask
for: High rent and high turnover!
Chances are, of course, now
that you are aware of your rights
and responsibilities as a tenant,
you won 't be taken advantage of,
right?
Wrongl
The truth of the matter is that
you have to be alert to cover
your ass I last week's article mentioned that a landlord must go
through the courts to evict, and
you therefore have a chance to
defend yourself. But, alas, the
tribute phrase, " the best defense
is a good offense (or was it the
other way around?) applies.
The offense starts immediately
on Day One -the first day of the
lease. As soon as a flaw appears
report it to the resident agent one is required where there are
more than 3 rental agents . The
first complaint in any case need
only be verbal and should be
rectified, depending on its
nature, within a couple of days.
That response - or lack of it - is
what separates the landlords
from the slumlords. If it is necessary to repeat your complaint, do
it in writing with a copy to your
landlord, whose name and address are required to be given to
you at the time you became a
tenant. You would probably do
well to follow up, in writing,
every week until the deficiency is
corrected .
One very effective tool in
dealing _ with
uncorrected
defects is the repair-and-deduct
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rule described last week . But
what if the entire building has
roaches or lacks heat or hot
water? The best weapon here
may be the little known " warranty of habitability" law.
Under this doctrine you are
entitled to retain (for keeps) a
" reasonable "
percentage of
your rent because the habitability of your apartment is impaired. Now, courts are hardpressed to find the elusive
" reasonable man," but if you
keep the figure modest, you ' ll
succeed with either the court or
the landlord. The important thing is to begin to document your
case very early and, if practical ,
use certified mail for your letters
to the landlord .
Move swiftly! After 2 to 3
weeks, give the landlord at least a
couple of weeks' notice that you
insist that he repair, or, as an
ultimatum, you will deduct 20%,
for instance, from the October
(for instance) rent. If that
ultimatum doesn' t get him to fix
the flaw, check for 80% of October 's rent may.
Or else, it will get him to file
for eviction and for breech of
contract (two separate actions) in
the County District Court. Don ' t
be awestruck by the courtroom,
here; the judge and the law are
on your side - if you have documented your case well and if you
acted within the law. Even if you
lose, you have about 60 days to
move - that may be an advantage!
I'd suggest you retain this article
hide it away till
November or January-you may
want to refer to it later. By the
way, it's not an attempt to give
legal advice, merely a reflection
of my own successful defense of
the very kind of action described, in Union County District
Court.
·

program on Channel 13 on
Wed ., Sept. 27th at 9:00 p.m .
last semester one of the guest
speakers at the P.M. Edition of
WOMEN TALK was Gloria Cherry, an attorney who h~d completed a study for the League of
Women Voters of New Jersey.
Her presentation was excellent
and a pamphlet is available titled,
Leg~I Status of Women from the
league of Women Voters of New
Jersey, 460 Bloomfield Avenue,
Montclair, N .J. 07042, at a cost of
$1 .00 per copy and $.25 for
mailing.
·
In case you missed this announcement
in an earlier
column, there is a one day
conference on The Displaced
Homemaker : A Woman in
Transition on Thursday, Sept. 28,
1978 at the Rutgers Labor Education Center, Ryders Lane, New
Brunswick, N.J . There are registration forms available at the EVE
office and at the Campus Center
for Women. The fee is $12.00
which included lunch and a
program of speakers, panels, discussions, a film, time for queslions and appears to be a genuinely rewarding day.
Attention: An Autumn Festival
Picnic sponsored by the Evening
Student Council is being given as
a gift to all evening students and
part-time students on Sat. Sept.
23rd. - rain date, Sept. 24th. The
affair begins at 4 p.m ., features
FREE food, entertainment and
games, and will take place in the
pi~nic area behind the Library.
Bring the family and a chair and
blanket for your comfort.
Personal: By accident I found a
book in a public library that I

by Robert Kern
It is difficult to decide.whether
to call this column a " Shopping
Guide" or " Human Relations. "
The truth of the matter is that
good shopping is now, more
than ever before, a matter of
good relations. Last year,
government statistics showed
that thirty-six million Americans
moved .
'
We can assume that this means
a flood of over ten million new
customers not counting the
natural consumer increase. The
chance of personal contact with
a shopkeeper is becoming less
likely. This is due to population,
the movers, and retail techniques. The real point is: do we just
lie back? Is there no way of getting personal service without going broke? I firmly believe there

is.
In fact, I believe that it can be
easier today than it was in the
prime corner store days. Because
so many people have become
accustomed to shopping by
numbers it · is possible for the
individualist to seek out and
receive personal attention .
The supermarket manager is
no less an expert on the goods he
sells than " Old Man Crunch of
the Corner Store." He has a great
deal more to sell numerically,
but he still knows what's good
and what merely sells because of
the price .
Also, he is a human being who
responds to honest pleas for help
in much the same way as you or I.
He has pride, scruples, and a
sense of rightness . And he is,
above all, a busi nessma n who
knows the value of a loyal cus-

by Father Richard Garcia
William Hulme wrote in his
book " I hate to bother you But"
" I hate to say this but
sometimes I get to wondering if
there is a God - and it scares
me!
Maybe I think too much I don ' t know," he said .
" How do you mean? " I asked
" Oh , if I would just quit thinking about these things ."
" Have you tried to quit thinking about these things?", I
asked .
" Yes, I guess I have," he said.
I HAVE A PROPOSITION FOR
YOU . Just Suppose that there is a
God
• and He knows you
• and He knows everything
you are
• and He knows everything
you do
,
• and He can call you by name
• And He loves you
Just Suppose He sent His only
Son into " our" world

really enjoyed : The Mistress
Condition by Katherine Breslin.
The title is misleading - the
word mistress is used in the sense
of belonging to oneself such as:
Mistress of the house or as in
Mistress Mary and the book
speaks about and to women in
reference to the various life
styles possible for maximum
fulfillment. The strength and
courage of WOMEN displayed in
the interviews is inspiring good reading.

tomer who will remain untempted by the skin-deep " penniesoff" approach made by his
competition.
I mention that so you will have
the courage for the next step . If
you have moved or are just plain
fed up with your present
retailers, ring up your local store
and make an appointment to see
the manager. Explain that you
want to settle upon a suitable
store and need only ten minutes
of his time to become a possible
customer for lifel If the manager
will not grant you this time then
it is the wrong store for you
anyway. Jot down a short list of
your past shopping problems to
use as an agenda for the meeting.
Using your list simply ask him if
his store can help you solve these
problems. Assuming everything
is A-OL you could then decide to
" have a go" for a month.
Be pleasant but firm and
always confident that no matter
how little you may spend you are
a vital link in his pulling power.
When you leave his office you
have achieved 100 percent of
your objective: to become
knowri by the manager. From
this moment on you have a foot
in his door.
BUT you must use it sparingly;
your personal contact is only of
use when it -is kept as insurance
against a real rainy day problem.
Use the same technique on all
your retailers until you have
assembled the best all-round
marketing situations .
This is especially important
with meat, fruits, and vegetables,
and seafood, and in these latter
areas it is essential that you deal

• and He told us that we can
have eternal life
• and He died for our sins
• and He rose from the dead
• and He loves you
Just Suppose that this God told
us that
• we are His sons
• we can call Him father
Gregory Baum wrote :
" Believing that God is Father
changes the way we experience
life. We acquire a new awareness
of ourselves and of our relationship to ... reality. To believe that
God is father initiates me into a
new consciousness of myself as
son. I have a destiny. I do not
have to create this destiny. This
destiny makes me someone. I rejoice in myself. To believe that
God is father means to believe
that we are brothers and that
salvation is at work in our history.
God revealing himself as Father
discloses a new self-awareness . I
am son. A new experience of the
world . 'We are a family. " Now if
wll that is true wouldn't that
really be something.

with specialists . Remember to
adopt a student posture with a
specialist, be he butcher or
baker . . The specialist always
knows best - he's been at it
longer and he has his trade pride.
He loves to be able to pass his
wisdom on. He is, at the very
least, flattered.
It is a true art to shop well , and
takes a great deal of practice and
patience, plus these brief rules:
• Decide upon a supplier and
stick with him
• Don 't chase bargains if you
want real service
• Be pleasant at all tines
• Remain confident that you
are a very important customer
• Ask for advice don't
instruct
, • Don ' t impulse-buy in excess
of your budget
One final question :
When Does The Bloody Pub
Plan On Opening111111
" 'Mmmm," Meyer said. He
counted them . 'Darlings, I see
you are seven. Those of you who
can be trusted to go round up
one amiable young man each,
respectful,
attentive,
lighthearted men, raise your right
hand. Three of you? Ah, four.
Splendid ... gather up your
young men and we shall all meet
at Bill's Tahiti Room at seven.'
" They tropped off my boat.
" ' That 's a pretty sloppy formation,' I noted. 'Shouldn' t you
have them marching by now?"
" 'They are products of an increasingly regimented culture,
my boy. Group activities give
them a sense of security, of purpose, of adjustment. I am their

(Continued on page 14)
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When I contacted Mr. Rinaldo's
by Paul Davis
office they could find no one
Just in case you forgot, ElecMore Than Just A Nightclub: Creation
who had an explanation of the
tion Day is Nov. 7th, and as you
by Nancy Frank
Congressman's vote. They did
know all 15 of New Jersey's ConCREATION is a small club in nearby West Orange, servicing just about every musical preference. In my
promise to send me the reason
gressmen are running for re(once they found out) and I will opinion it is THE place to go for entertainment in our area. CREATION is simply the nicest spot to drink,
election . So far it i!>shaping upto
pass it on to you as soon as I party, boogie and meet people I've seen yet north of Asbury.
be quite an interesting year. To
The atmosphere at Creation is terrific - casual , relaxed, and as cozy as your own living room. At
receive it.
start with we have one very exTwo other Congressional seats -Creation you can, of course, sit yourself down at one of their two bars which you'll find a few steps up
citing race in the 15th Congressin the Kean area are the 10th C.D. from their dance floor on either side but ... if you get there early enough (doors usually open at 9:00) you
ional District (C.D.). CongressMr. Peter Rodino and the 11th can sit back and relax in sheer cushionytomfort on one of the big couches. Creation has those big semimen Ed Patten of Perth Amboy is
C.D. Mr. Minish. Since there is circular booth (like the kind you see in restaurants only better I) with big soft cushions and lots of pillows.
facing a serious challenge this
Creation is the disco dancers' delight pn Thursdays and Sundays cs,mplete with blinking lights and a
not much of race in either of the
year for the first time in his
districts I will probably say little great D.J. Admission on Thursdays is $2.00 and all drinks are a dollar I On ,~undays admission is $5.00. DressCongressional tenure. Prior to
about them. But as the elections -up on Sunday - dress-down on Thursday but boogie all night long!
1961 the 15th C.D. did not even
Qn Wednesdays, Creation becomes a showcase for m L1ior acts like Meatloaf, Billy Falcon and Johnny
develop I will keep you tuned
exist, when it came into being it
Winter to name a few.
into the action .
came with Patten attached. His
One last word, before you can · On concert nights the dance floor is filled with tables and tickets are needed to get in. Don 't worry too
troubles this year stem from
vote you must be registered . To much about getting there ear~y on concert nights ... the clubl s a perfect size and you can see th.e stage very
South Korea . That's right, you
do this simple thing take two well from every seat. Admission varies according to the artist and tickets can be purchased in advance or at
guessed it, he has been accused
minutes out and go to your Town the door.
of accepting bribes from South
Fridays and Saturdays are reserved for that good ol ' rock n' roll. Creation presents the major club bands
Hall and DO IT.
Korean businessmen Tongsun
like Salty Dog and Kinderhook.
Park. The extent that this will
For those who like to indulge in the spirits, the drinks are great at Creation . Mixed drinks are $1.75 imhurt him cannot be known for
by Kevin Perrine
ported beers are $1 .50, and domestic beers and soda go for $1 .25.
sure until Nov. 8th , but I will
Due to recent developments
If eating is your pleasure ... sorry, Creation doesn't serve food . But no need to worry- there's plenty of
keep you posted as the case in the Dr. X murder tr ial my congood eats nearby I Creation is actually connected to a fine seafood restaurant called The Fisherman. A few
develops.
tribution to Roll Call must be
feet away is Chubby's where you cal} get great chubby burgers, chubby dogs, and yes even chubby
Closer to home in the 12th postponed until next week. I had
chicken at very reasonable prices. Pal 's Cabin is a very short walk if a great steak is what you had in mind.
C.D. (that's where Kean is) planned to submft my analysis of
Creation is in a perfect spot. There's drinking, dancing and munch in all in one place and it's only about
Congressmen Matt Rinaldo did this unique case, involving
25 minutes from KEAN. Take the Parkway North to Rt. 280 west ... Rt. 280 to exit 8B then make a right at the
something that made him stand euthanasia and the subsequent
second light and you ' re there.
out in a crowd. The crowd investigation by New York Times
So take your date to Creation tonight or even go by yourself 'cause there's plenty of good party in' folks
though was the New Jersey Con- reporter Myrpn A. Farber.
to meet there every night. See you there!
.
gressional delegation. When the However, on Friday, September
(Ed. Note: Music Box will continue to bring you weekly reviews of the shows at Creation. Our thanks to
House voted 206 to 191 to uphold 15, 1978, (the morning of
the staff of Creation for their kind cooperation).
President Carter's veto of the Independent writer's deadline),
defense-authorization bill Mr. news of a new subpoena by the
By Nan c y Frank
Rinaldo was the only New Jersey reporters defense attorney had
Managing
Ed. , Music Box
Congressmen to vote to over- initiated the uncovering of adride. The reason Carter vetoed ditional facts ~hich will be
Wouldn 't you like a music
Jean Luc-Ponty: Cosmic Messenger
the bill is that it contained a crucial in any post fact of
magazine that deals strictly
90,000 ton Aircraft Carrier with a analysis. Please read and listen
with music?
and when they did, you 'd
Jean Luc Ponty-is an artist who
price tag of 2.4 BILLION dollars. . for further developments.
Wouldn't you like to know
remember them. On his new
has had perhaps one of the most
where the good dubs are?
album, Cosmic Messenger, he
diversified musical backgrounds
Helium Brothers
What albums to buy? Where
proved me wrong. Unfortu•
in the business. He has played
your favorite bands are
New Jersey seems to be the
Pat Rush on steel and lead guitar, with such notables as Frank
nately the only one tune on this
playing?
place to be for new musicians
album which really hits home is
the rest of the band consists of Zappa and was also a member of
Do you want an inside view
lately. Seems like lots of good
Egocentric Molecules. It seems
Andy Cundell on rhythm guitar the Mahavishnu Orchestra. On
of the music industryl Do you
bands are popping up in Jersey,
like Ponty doesn't do enough
and lead vocals, Kim Oler on his past albums especially
want to know what the world
and the Helium Brothers are no
soloing on this album and that is
bass, and Micheal Coughlin on "Imaginary Voyage" he seemed
looks like from backstage?
what most of his fans buy his
exception. They play a rather
drums. The band is touring with like the type of player who could
If so, look for next months
unique blend of country rock
material for. Maybe this album
Johnny Winter for 34 days.
write pieces that' really hit you,
issue oi Music Box. Music
should have been billed as the
and rock 'n' roll. With Yo OxBox,. the monthly publication
By Al Schaefer
Jean Luc Ponty band, because
enhandler on electric fiddle and
Yes - Maidson
brought to you by the staff of
that is who does most of the playWKCU brings you interviews,
Sq. Garden
ing on this one.
reviews, feature articles and
For the 10th time on Sept. 9th
By Fred Raimondi
editorials dealing with music.
YES hit the stage at Madison
Strictly music.
Music Box
Square Garden, and when they
did you'd think God had taken
the stage. When they came on
the crowd went wild. Everybody
started screaming and lighting
"Not To Be Taken Away"
matches. At first I couldn't
Last week we received the sad album, Moon is pictured in a
believe it. I was thinking to
news of the passing of perhaps director's chair with the words
myself, ".They're only YES," WHY
one of rock n' roll's greatest "Not to be Taken.Away" printed
THE big hullabalo? In my opinion
drummers, Keith Moon of the on the back. Could this be a sign?
I
this wasn't really Yes. The real
Who. Moon's death came soon
So, the long and successful
Yes is the one from the close to
after the release of the group's career of Keith Moon, known fpr
the edge days, and the days of
latest album "Who Are You" and his zany ways, comes to a tragic
Tales from Topographic Oceans.
right before they were end .
This audience thought it was getscheduled to go on tour. Oddly
ting a real bargain. Little did they
enough,onthecoverofthenew By The Music Box Staff
know they were getting ripped
off. Had they seen Yes in the
4 7 6 B Io S t.r e et
Kinderhook At Royal Manor North
early days they would have felt
Some folks say country rock is dead, or at least on it's way out. Well,
cheated. Barring the performif that's true, I don't think anyone told it to the hundreds of hootin '
ance of Steve Howe and John
and hollering fans who squeezed into the Royal Manor on a Sunday
Anderson (the real brains behind
night! Yes, country rock is alive and well at the Royal Manor and
Yes and this can be qualified by
Kinderhook is keeping it that way.
listening to tales from
Kinderhook was originally formed five years ago as Kinderhook
Topographic Oceans which they
co-wrote) seeing Yes was just like· Creek, a four man acoustic band. All of the bands original members
KEAN COLLEGE STUDENTS!
met at a cof! ee house at Rutgers University. " We were the only counseeing another rock a11d roll
.\
try band at the t ime" explained drummer Craig Barry " we' ve just
band and th is is a big d isappoi ntbee n lucky: right place at the right t ime."
men t because to man y, Yes j ust
Kind erhook is now a six piece band featuring Stan Taylor on guitar
wasn't anoth er rock and roll
and peda l steel , Yuri Yurchyn on gu itar, fiddle, and vocals, Jerry
band. They were YES.
Fea'ruring
Kupychuck w ith acoustic gu itar, vocals and banjos, Andy Fed iw on
By Fred Raimondi bass and vocals, Craig Barry o n d rums and vocals, and Joe Brieten• Cab le T. V. Sports• Tues. - Ladies Nite
bach on guitar and voca l.
Music Box
• Sun day and Monda y Football Specials
The band plays a wi de variety of co untry rock includ ing such
• Wednesda y - Fraterni ty Nite,
favorites as The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band and the New Raiders of The
Purple Sage. They also do an entire set of o riginal material. Playing a
• Fro sted Mugs - Jumbo Sandwiches
whole set of originals in a nightclub is rare, and to have the audience
• BEST PR.IC ES
accept and even enjoy t he set is even rarer but Kinderhook accomplishes it with ease. The crowd j ust kept o n clogging and hootin '
just as much as they were for t heir fa vo rite tu nes.
If your a fell ow country rock lover, this band is for youl And if
you 're not, check them out anyway. You just may join us!

-------------------------------------

Memoria.m: Keith Moon

POUR MAN'S INN
y
Hillside, N.J.

WELCOMES

ONLY 1. 8 Miles from Kean

--

B y A l Schaefer
Ed-m: ch1ef, M usic Box
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Pl PPI N Postively Priceless
by Cathy Nechin

··--·-··~

" Pippin," a musical with sensual choreography and carnival
• costumes, is now showing at The
New Jersey Public Theater at the
Celebration Playhouse in Cran ford.
The story line concerns the
eldest son of Charlemagne,
named Pippin and is set as Pippin
returns home from college convinced he has something
special to offer the world . His
running contention throughout
the story is, " I:ve got to be where
my spirit can run free - gotta
find my corner of the sky I" Cary
Tinfore of Montclair gives Pippin
an appeal ing and amusing
naivete' that captures the
audience's sympathy despite the
rather tired " innocence vs. the
big bad world " theme that he is
condemned to carry throughout
the story.
Enter the perfect foil - the
Leading Player (superbly done
by Neil Cerbone) and his troupe
of trave ling circus performers.
The . Leading Player is witty,
worldly and does indeed lead his
troupe and Pippin th rough a
search for true .fulfillment - via
sex , war, and political intrigue. If
you want to see a professional ,
expressive interpretation of Bob
Fosse - see these dancers. They
cavort, slink, seduce, entertain.
They are adhesive, cohesive,
individual. They're terrific.
The original choreography by
Bob Fosse and Stephen
Schwartz' music have made the
transition from Broadway to the
Playhouse in fine form, although
some of the individual song and
dance numbers, like Fastrada's
(Judi Adams) 'Spread A Little
Sunshine' need tailoring. The
Playhouse is a small, intimate
theatre-in-the-round,
a big
changefromtheNewYorkstage,
and with in intermission the
latter part of the performance
should be tightened up, ineluding Letty Fore's wooden performance as Catherine, destined
to save Pippin from himself.
Ms. Fores could take a lesson
from Charlotte Chernus, who

•

portrays Pippin's grandmother,
or 0. Selig Stokes , as
Charlemagne. Pippin's grandmother advises him to relax in
" No Time At All' and she gives us
a lively, spontaneous rendition.
Pippin then decides to turn to
women in an exciting dance sequence titled by the Leading
Player, " Sex ... Pastorally. " Exhausted at the end of this bacchanal, he plots to overthrow
Charlemagne as a result of
stories he hears about the suppression of peasant's civil rights.
Meeting secretly with his supporters, he decides to murder his
father while at prayers. Once this
is accomplished, he becomes
king and abolishes taxes and the
army, institutes land reform taking all the land from the
nobles and granting it to the
peasants, and lastly, he hands out
money from the Treasury to the
poor.
These reforms present
problems when Charlemagne's
empire is attacked by invading
armies. There is no army because
the Treasury was depleted by
handouts to the poor and no taxation. The nobles cannot be taxed because they no longer own
farmlands and therefore have no
income. The peasants who now
own the land cannot be taxed
because they refuse to work
while their counterparts are

•
i
•

i
♦

became the focal points, for fun-loving politicians, businessmen
The ·Readers Digest Great En- who came to enjoy the evenings
Unfortunately
cyclopedia Dictionary defines entertainment.
Jazz as:
m~ny of .the black ragtime comA kind of music, chiefly extem- posers kept their music in their
poraneous but sometimes ar- heads and not on paper. As a
ranged characterized by result many of these arrangemelodic, harmonic , and ments died with their writers . But
rhythmic variation, syncopation one man did record most of his
and a melody played against music. That man was Scott Joplin
various chord patterns, as in Dix-· who later became known as the
ieland, Ragtime, boogie-woogie, "King of Ragtime. " Joplin 's
music in the 1973 film "The
Swing and Bop.
For the purpose of writing this Sting" won Marvin Hamlish an
article, the aforementioned defi- Academy Award, for best music
nition will be used. (Bes ides ·score. The arrangement best
Webster's definition had a recognized today is Joplin's The
tendency to be on the stuffy Entertainer. Ragtime was also
side). As you already know the · helped along by King Oliver,
popularity that jazz performers Jelly " Roll " Morton and Hubi~
have attained in recent years has Blake.
In the 20's Chicago and New
become a focal point on the
music scene. The main purpose Orleans battled for the title of
the Jazz Capital of the world. Jazz
of this article will be to inform
and educate the Kean College was taken out of the brothels and
turned loose in local speakeasys.
community.
The speakeasy was the place to
Ever since a Neanderthal
musician beat out a tune on a go for fine music and watered
tree trunk, using a sturdy club, down liquor. Bix Biederbeck and
the seemingly instantaneous countless others contributed to
the continuing growth of this still
music has really taken off.
young and untamed music.
Most jazz historians point out
In the lat 20's and early JO's,
that jazz originated from early
Jazz underwent still another
gospel and spiritual music. That
change. Ragtime and Dixieland
right good down home church
styles would integrate and
musicl
become Boogie-Woogie. The
In the early 1900's Ragtime
piano and upright bass would
evolved. Ragtime musicians accompliment each other in a
quired
an
"underground
audience. Piano players working sound that would establish jazz
as a respected musical art form.
in the parlors of brothels and
For manyAmericans, jazz was
cathouses in Chicago and New
now a way of life.
Orleans had come up with a new
Next time: swing, be-bop,
sound. The piano, along with
modern and fusion.
bountiful • employees now

by Russell C. Stokes, Jr.

r~··~::~~
i
I:

.

Now

at
Paper Mill
Playhouse
Starring
Farley
Granger

pfovided for by the government.
Overwhelmed by the impending collapse of his empire, Pippin re-establishes the old laws
and is transformed from " King
Pippin the Generous and Fair" to
" King Pippin the Unpopular. "
Pippin decides th at politics are
not his bag anp apologizes to his
father. Charlemagne raises from
the dead and is reinstated to the
throne. Mr. Stokes, by the way,
provides a refreshing, enjoyable
performance tlJroughout the
production.
Discouraged, Pippin goes into
a decline and is nursed back to
health by Catherine, who plots
to entrap him in matrimonial
bliss by endearing her widowed
self and child to him. Here the
story lags a bit after the even,
quick tempo preceding it, but
we man,jge to muddle· through
to the Grand Finale.
Altogether, this production is
charming and just a bit spicy,
compared to the general sampling of Jersey theaterical
offerings. Recommendation : see
itl

Fun With Robert Palmer
downpour, Palmer turned in a
set as smooth as the silk shirt on
Wolman Rink in Central Park his back, and not a drop of rain
can be alternately the best and touched my head.
worst gig New York City has to
Palmer is no newcomer to the
offer. I'm one of those people music business, I can trace his
who melt in the rain, the slightest roots back to two British bands of
sprinkling sends me running for the sixties; The Alan Bown Set
cover at an outdoor concert. and Dada, the latter being noted
Luckily for both of us the threat- for a particularly funny album
ening elements didn 't have· it in cover released in the States years
for Robert Palmer. Despite the ago. Palmer's last band was by far
weatherman 's promise of a the most successful - Vinegar

by Deborah Orazi

Joe. The band contained raw
talent in the form of vocalists
Elkie Brooks and Palmer. Robert
also wrote a good deal of
material for Vinegar Joe. At least
three albums were released in
the States by Atlantic, (they were
on Island at home) none of
which made a dent in the charts.
However, they did achieve a
degree of fame at home in
England and toured q~ite fre-

(Continued on page 14)

FR.· EE
LEGAL SERVICES
Counseling By A Practicing Attorney
Every Thursday from 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES
COLLEGE CENTER B.LDG
Kean College of New Jersey
PROBLEMS?

Photo by Daniel T. Pyle

Photo by Daniel T. Pyle

... A jazzy saxophone . ..

. . .And a wailing violin, put them together and you !J_ave the Cecil Taylor Unit Jazz.

I
"

Besides the pool & ping pong tables, now there are seven pinball machines and three
other electronic games available for the residents at Dougall Hall lounge.

Photo by Sung Joe Kang

.

'

\

Photo by Daniel T. Pyle

Pinnochio visits his fantasy friends.

•
•
•
•
ue f airy gives Pmnoch10 life at the ct,ildren's theater.

Photo b

Photo 'by Daniel T. Pyle

The magician is up to some o_ld tricks.

The fox and cat try. to steal Pinnochio's gold.

Ph oto by Daniel T. Pyle

Photo by Joe Leatherwood Jr.
Photo by Sung Joe Kan8

The first graduate student orientation at Kean wu held this past Sunday.

1

Just out for a few kicks against St. John's.
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JANUARY OVER
JANUARY OVERSEAS PROGRAMS 1979
Sign up nowl Office of International Studies, Willis Hall 107 or
109C. Deadline October 15th.
Costing is based on projected air rates for January, 1979, and on
current exchange rates. Any major alteration of these two factors may
lead to a minor price adjustment.

EC 7014 WORKSHOP IN OPEN
EDUCATION IN ENGLAND (3)
The Workshop in Open Education in England will provide students
with first-hand experiences in informal English Primary Schools
through an internship period. Workshops and seminars will oe conducted on a variety of topics related to open classrooms.
Course Level: 4000
Dates: Jan . 3-22
Cost: Approx. $695 includes round trip air fare, transfers, room and
breakfast, limited numoer of excursions and performance tickets.
Instructor: C. Gaines/ Tel. 527-2095 or 2561

ENG 3955 LITERATURE AT ITS SOURCE:
LONDON TO EDINBURGH AND BACK (3)
A 19-day tour of London , Cambridge, Canterbury, Bath, and Edinburgh , Scotland, with a focus on sites and scenes sig literature for children and young adults. Lectures and seminars with
English authors, illustrators, educators and publishers will be in
integral part of the tour. Weekend trips to Paris and Dublin optional.
Course Level: 3000
Dates: Jan. 3-22
Pre-requisite: Permission of Instructor
Cost: Approx. $695 includes round trip air fare, transfares, room
and breakfast, British rail pass, limited number of excursions and performance tickets.
Instructor: S. Krueger/Tel. S27-2093 or 2298

STM 4945 CONTEMPORARY LONDON THEATRE (3)
This seminar will concentrate on the history and traditions of the
British theatre. Initial sessions will be held at Kean. Two weeks of
theatre experiences, including lectures, theatre tours, workshops,
and theatre productions in London and Stratford.
Course Level: 4000
Dates: Jan. 4-9
Pre-requisite: Permission of Instructor
Cqst: Approx. $650 includes round tr'fp air fare, transfers, room and
breakfast, limited number of excursions and performance tickets.
Instructor: P. Dunn/Tel. 527-2349 or 2368

ENG 3950 RUSSIAN STUDIES IN
LENINGRAD AND MOSCOW (3)
A travel course to the Soviet Union to study the culture, history,
aesthetics, art, music and drama that form the backdrop to the literature of Leningrad and Moscow.
Course Level: 3000
Dates: Jan. 12-21
Pre-requisite: Permission of Instructor
Cost: Approx. $789 includes round trip air fare, transfers, lodging,
food, and a limited number of performance tickets.
Instructor: R. Fyne/Tel. 527-2093- or 2183

FA 7023 ARCHITECTURE OF THE
MEDITERRANEAN (3)
A 15-day study/travel adventure, divided equally between Rome
and Barcelona, including all of the important monuments of architecture from the ancient Roman empire through the 20th century
designs of Pier Luigi Nervi. In Barcelona, the erratic, yet exciting,
works of Antonio Gaudi will be emphasized. Both cities offer famous
museums and notable shopping areas for your free time and the most
reasonable prices in Europe for fine accommodations and great food.
Course Level: 3000
Dates: Jan. 4-19
Cost: Approximately $850 includes round trip air fare, transfers,
room and breakfast, and a limited number of excursions.
Instructor: M. Husid-Bensky/Tel. 527-2307 or 2684
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SEAS PRO-GRAMS
PS 7013 THE POLITICS OF ISRAEL (3)
A 20-day tour of the state of Israel with a focus on the political
problems of the country, both internal and external. Lectures and
seminars w ill be conducted by professors from Israeli universities,
government officials, business and labor leaders, Arab leaders, local
politicians.
Course Level: 3000
Pre-requisite: Permission of Instructor
Dates: Jan . 2-22
.
Cost: Approx. $1195 includes round trip air fare, transfers, all
meals, excursions, and limited number o f. performance tickets.
Instructor: G .. Kahn/Tel. 527-2066 or 2530

MUS 4000 RELATED MUSICAL ARTS (3)
A musical tour of London, Frankfurt, and Stuttgart. The tour will include visits to hhe opera and varied concerts, recitals, and ballets.
Course Level: 4000
Pre-requisite: Mus 1000 and consent of department chairperson
Dates: Jan . 6-27
·
Cost: Approx . $830 includes round trip air fare, transfers, room and
breakfast.
Instructor: A. Brown/ Tel. 527-2108 or 2654

/

FA 7113 ART IN PARIS,
1789 TO THE PRESENT (3)
The history of modern hench art emphasizing the artists' response
to the growth of Paris as an urban center. Painting, sculpture and architecture studied first-hand at museums (Louvre, Jeu de Paume,
Beaubourg) and at sites throughout the city.
Course Level: 1000
Dates: Jan. 6-17
Cost: Approx. $565 includes round trip air fare, transfers, hotel accommodations in Paris and all breakfasts.
Instructor: A. Wallach/Tel. 527-2307 or 2683.

HIS 7033 A GREEK ADVENTURE (3)

_

A 22-day tour of Greece for the purpose of studying Greek culture,
past and present, with emphasis on the continuity of cultural institutions from the Classical and Byzantine periods to the present.
Course Level: 3000
Pre-requisite: Permission of Instructor
Dates: Jan. 2-25
Cost: Approx . $899 includes round trip air fare, transfers, room and
breakfast, limited number of excursions and performance tickets.
Instructor: M. Lewis/Tel. 527-2167 or 2005

r
FA.7123 MAY AN ARCHITECTURE/
SCULPTURE OF THE YUCATAN (3)
On-site study of the sun-drenched pyramids, temples, and palaces
created by the Maya at Uxmal, Chichen-ltza, Tulum and other
selected locations.
Course Level: 3000
Dates: Jan . 8-18
Cost: Approx. $595 includes round trip air fare, transfers, room and
breakfast, and a limited number of excursions.
Instructor: A. Nicolescu/Tel. 527-2307 or 2303

ED PSY 4805 ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH
IN PUERTO RICO (3)
A travel/study course to introduce the student to the method of
ethnographic field research. Data coUection and seminars will be
held in Puerto Rico.
Course Level: 4000
Dates: Jan. 9-19
Cost: Approx. $495 includes round trip air fare, transfers, room and
breakfast, and a limited number of excursions.
Instructor: M. Hart/Tel. 527-2642
For further information, please contact Professor Edwin J. Williams,
W-109A; Coordinator, International Studies; Telephone: (201) 5272166 or 2461.
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Robert Palmer

Who's Afraid of Edward Albee?
Townsend Lecture Series and
The
Co-Curricular program
board proudly present Edward
• Albee, one of America's foremost dramatists, in a two day
campus
residency,
Tuesday
evening, September 26, 1978 and
Wednesday, September 27, 1978.
On Tuesday evening, September
26, 1978, at 8 p .m. in the Wilkins
Theatre, Mr. Albee will lecture
on " The Playwright" versus The
Theater" and he will answer
questions from the audience.
Free tickets are required for this
performance. On Wednesday,
September 27, 1978, Edward
Albee will be conducting a
" Creative Writing" Workshop
for Kean 's Department of English
and an " Acting and Directing"
Workshop for Kean 's Department of Speech Theatre, Media.
For information concerning t he
Albee programs contact Student
Activities, CC-143, 527-2044.
Edward A lbee has won two
Pulitzer Prizes and received
many other distingu is hed awards
and citations from various parts
of the wor ld including election
to our National Institute o f Arts
and Letters. Mr. AVLBEE 'S FIRST
Pulitzer pr ize was won for " A
Del icate Balance"
and his
second for " Seascape."
Edward Albee's " Who's Afraid
of Virginia Woolf? " is a popular
theater classic which has been
translated into many languages,
made into a movie starring
Richard Burton and Elizabeth
Taylor and is today one of the
most frequently performed plays
created in recent times by any
American dramatist - its recent
revival on Broadway being
directed by Albee himself, evoking ecstatic comment from critics
and public alike. Albee has just
completed an ambit ious new
play which is reminiscent of his
" Virginia Woolf mold," " The
Lady From Dubuque." A naturalistic, three-act comedy-drama,
"The Lady From Dubuque" will
be opening during the coming
Broadway season produced by
Richard Barr and directed by
Albee.

Workshop II , EDWARD ALBEE
ON ACTING AND DIRECTING :
1 :45 pm-3:45 pm, Vaughn Eames-118 - For the students in
Kean ' s Department
of
Speech / Theatre/ Media,
Mr.
Albee will present a lecturedemonstration of acting and

directing techniques as selected
STM students rehearse a scene
from " The American Dream "
and other Albee plays. This
workshop will also include a discussion of M r. Albee' s philosophy, techniques and hopes for
contemporary theatre.

(Continued from page 9)
quently there. When Vinegar Joe
split, two solo careers were launched that of Brooks and
Palmer's.
Strangely enough,
Brooks has only been received
favorably in England where she's
had a couple of hits and vice
versa with Palmer in the States.
· Island has released four
albums by Palmer in the last four
years, each one slicker than the
last. The most recent, " Double
Fun," has spawned two hits " Every Kind otPeoplg" and " You
Overwhelm Me. " The way I see it
there are at least two more on it,
one being " Best of Both
Worlds." All of Robert's albums
are easily digested but each has
its ups and downs - when playing them I often skip over tracks
of what I consider undeveloped
filler cuts usually accounting for
one third of the album. Not bad
when you consider some of the
mindless pap out today. None
the less all four albums are worth
buying, particularly h is fi rst (and
hardest to find ) " Sneak in' Sally
Through the Alley."
The critics have been none too
kind to Mr. Palmer in t he past,
some feel there's very little real
voice behind the stylish clothes
and handsome face. Then there
is the litt le matter- of album

covers, visually they are sharp,
chic and clever but dreadfully
sexist from a woman's point of
view . I can defend the voice but
not the covers.
I had seen Robert Palmer two
years ago at the Bottom Line and
not again until last month at Central Park. The first gig was a tight,
polished affair with Robert looking and sounding tense and
slightly unnatural, the latter gig
pleasantly surprised me. Theimprovements that took place in
the two year gap were obvious.
His vocals were stronger and
more fluid , his mannerisms
seemed
less contrived (or
perhaps he's mastered them).
Tl're back-up band has also gone
through a metamorphesis and
were all the better for it. Possibly
a hit record brought on the new
found confidence and ease. The
choice of material performed
conta ined the best of all four
albums and all my favorites bar
one " Back in my Arms'! from the
" Pressure Drop" LP.
I think Robert Palmer has a lot
o f development left in him ana
will continue to do so. He could
well become this generation 's
Frank Sinatra (Ha,Hal sorry
Robert). Meanwh ile let's hope
Island gives a push to another
label artist w ith Palmer's potential, Jess Rod en.

EDWARD ALBEE WORkSHOPS
Wednesday, September 27, 1978
Workshop I, EDWARD ALBEE
ON CREATIVE WRITING : 10:45
am-12 :05 pm, Willis-300 - During this workshop for students in
Kean's Department of English,
Mr. Albee will discuss where the
playwright gets his ideas and
how he develops them . Mr.
Albee will also engage in a
dialogue with the workshop's
participants.

. .. to end all

Gourmand
(Continued from page 6)
vacation substitute for a
playground director. Left to their
own devices on vacation they
would become restless, quarrelsome, bitter, aimless. They
wouldhaveadreadfultime. Now
when they return north to one of
those dreary states which begin
with a vowel, they will treasure
the memory of being kept busy
every minute. The western
world, m y deal McGee, is bei ng
turned into one vast cru ise sh ip,
and there is a shorta ge of cru ise
directors ...
" 'In our brave n ew world
there will be only new frif;nds.
Brand n ew ones every day, impossible to tell apart, all w earing
the sa me adjusted smile, the
same m iracle fabric, the same
perfect deodorant. And they will
all say exactly the same thing. It
will tak e all the stress out of interperso nal relat ions . From what I
have b •-''1 able to observe of
la te, I su ,11ecl that all the fema les
will b e called Carol and that all.
the males be called Mark."
Travis McGee, from A Dea d ly
Shade of Gold by Jo hn D. Ma cDonald.

A P.ODEP.T ALTMAN FILM

"A WEDDING"
OH •llflAll(llCAl ~ k)

DESI ARNAZ JR. CAROL DURNETT GERALDINE CHAPLIN HOWARD DUFF
MIA FARROW VITTORIO GASSMAN UWAN GISH , LAUREN HUTTON
VIVECA LINDFORS PAT McCORMICK · DINA MERRILL' NINA VAN PALLANDT
(AND 32 ASSORTED FRIENDS. RELATIVES. AND UNEXPECTED AP.RIVALS)
llCCUTlvtl'fllOOUCtl

MOOUC(Oo\MOOIMCTtOl'I'

TOMMY THOMPSON RO!3ERT ALTMAN
JOHN CONSIDINE PATRICIA RESNICK ALLAN NICHOLLS RO!3ERT ALTMAN
KN:OII\.ATOT

RO!3ERT ALTMAN& JOH N CONSIDINE
(ii). A LION'SGATE FILMS PRODUCTION
c~
107&N,1'£J\ITI[TH a NMT 10 .l
COl.0.-0Y0£LUKE II
0

c

ey~~~-~.!!~I

WORLD PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT SATURDAY, SEPifEMBER 23
- - - - - - - M A N H A T T A N - - - - - - -- -

CINEMA3

SUTTON

- - - --

- - LONG ISLAND - -- - - - - -

RKO PLAINVIEW

CINEMA MANHASSET

PLAINVIEW SHOPPING CENTER
21 06 NORTHERN BOULEVARD
(Guaranteed Seating)
SO. OYSTER BAY ROAD.
(Miracle Mile) MAN HASS ET
59th STREET AT THE Pl/ "'!.A. HOTEL
PLAINVIEW
(516) 627-1300
Teli,phone Reservations. 10am-9pm :
(516) 931-1333
'7 52- 5959 or 7 52-7427
Tick ets Held Until One Hour BeforeChosen Performance
- - - - -- - - -- NEW JERSEY - - - - - - - - - - - - - WESTCHES T E R - - - 57th STREET AT 3rd AVENUE
Pl 9 -1411 ·

8.5. MOSS'
MOVIELAND
2500 CENTRAL PARK AVENU E
YON KERS
(914) 793-0002

B.S. MOSS'
BERGEN MALL CINEM A
BER.GEN MALL SHOPPING CENTER
ROUTE 4 . PARAMUS. NEW JERSEY
,,
(201 ) 845-4449

UARIALT0 #2
250 E. BROAD STREET
W ESTFIELD. NEW JERSEY
(201) 232-1481
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The Amazing ~reSkin

Exhibit A Gem

constructed 14K gold & silver,
by Robert Kern
by Denise Moscaritolo
" Sorcerer's Ring of the Seedpod
While the new Truth-InBrilliance! For those of you,
Gnome," and to the etched,
Advertising laws are causing
who do not know the meaning of
sterling silver hierogliphic
some to go screaming to the hills
this word, you would not have to
bracelet by Leonard Merlo.
there are those who can relax on look far to find something to destheir veracity. In this age of
One exception, that is not
cribe it. If you merely walk into
jewelry but is part of brilliance, is
superlatives one becomes wary
the College Gallery, located in
a 32 piece plus board, " Fantasy
of promises of " Astounding,"
Vaughn-Eames Hall, you would
Chess Set. " This beautiful work
" Magnificent," et al. But I can
fine the most stimulating and
guarantee one adjective ...
inspiring exhibit you have ever · of art is cast in sterling silver with
precious games in the king and
Amazing .
seen at Kean.
queen's crowns. The pieces
You will be amazed by (who
The exhibit, which will run
range from 1 to 2¼ inches high
else?) The Amazing Kreskin.
from Sept. 10th through Oct. 6th,
and was designed by E. Austin
(How did Townsend Leclure
is, with a few exceptions, made
come up with him? A stroke of
up mostly of fine jewelry. The Goodwin, Jewelry Professor here
at Kean.
sheer genius) . Next Wednesday,
jewelry exemplifies the taste of
Of the artists who are displaySept. 27 at 8 in Wilkins Theatre.
ultra modern ideas, exhibited by
ing their work in " Focus on
For those who have inhabited
Lorraine DeProspo in her cast
Precious Materials," all are
Tatooine for the past decade or
sterling silver & brass buckle,
graduates or, in some way are acso, Kreskin is a mentalist, at least I
" Sterling Trees," to the mystithink that's the term he uses. He
cism of Jack Dokus in his cast and tively involved in this college.
performs near-miraculous feats
of prestidigitation which ... well
... amaze any and all spectators.
Some may be expecting some
Kreskin is the world's most famous mentalist and a forer_nost authority
cabalistic setting with an
on E.S.P. He had devoted his life to untangling the fascinating
imperially slender man dressed
unknown of the human mind.
in black evening clothes with a
,,
voluminous black satin cape
directs seminars there on para- minutes one time) Kreskin , with
Bienvenidosl The Hispanic stadents of Kean would like to
one intermission, spends abou(
(with the required red lining),
psychology .
welcome all new students.
·sporting the ominously pointed
His abilities to rememoer and three hours on stage.
Summer is over. Its time to pick up your books and study, but too
Amazing .
Van Gogh goatee. Surrounded
work with cards had him barred
much studying and no partying makes an insipid Hfe. The Spanish
"' Modern science had given
by floating skulls and haunting
for a time from playing at a Las
Cultural and Socia[ Club is having its first party October 6th. Everyone
world
' sanforized,'
music he will glide across the
Vegas hotel. (I wonder if he'd the
will have a chance to socialize and meet new people.
stage making things disappear
like to go to Atlantic City over 'energized,' people have been
Los Hispanos do much moret han party. The Spanish Cultural and
'organized and ' televised,' and
the weekend).
and appear.
Social Club and The Puerto Rican Organization United For DevelopSorry to disappoint you . KresAt the end of his show he in- products have been advertised,
ment (PROUD) are both located in the Student Center. Everyone is
kin's first amazing feat is that he
vites some people to hide his but the world ),ad really not exwelcomed as a member.
walks out on a bare stage wearcheck and then proceeds to find perienced anything until it's
There is also a Latin Fraternity and Sorority for anyone who is
it. This I can attest to. The last been " KRESKINIZED. "
ing civvies looking more like a
interested.
" The Amazing Kreskin " will
time I saw him I chose the hiding
third year medical student rather
Any announcements concerning upcoming activities will be
place for the people and , damn, present his mind-boggling feats
than a mentalist or showman .
posted on the bulletin boards along the hallways of all the buildings.
to the Kean Audience on
he found it anyway.
Don 't be misled by those menacFor more information you may call the office at 351-3450 or drop in
You say you're looking for a September 27th at 8:00 p.m . in
ing posters, Kreskin is a genuine
and find out more about us.
fun evening. You say you want the Wilkins Theatre . Free tickets
entertainer with a pleasant sense
If you have a personal or school problem that is keeping you from
your money's worth . Well , while are available in the Student Actiof humor and an amiable perenjoying yourself see Jose Quiles. He is a fantastic person to talk to.
sonality. The charm of his show
some lecturers may spend an vities office and at the lnfirmaHe is also the advisor of SCSC and PROUD. The Counseling Service
lies not in making the audience
hour or so (Don Imus spent thirty tion Desk in Townsend Hall.
office is located in the bookstore building next door to health service.
foils for his whims, like Charles
Nancy Crespo
LaMont (where most of the
people couldn 't show their faces
for a week), instead he makes the
participants relaxed.
Based upon past shows I have
THE DESCENDANTS OF MIKE SPEAKS," has received wide
seen, Kreskin puts together a AND PHOEBE tell the story of critical acclaim .
one-man show using only about their roots through their music.
THE DESCENDANTS OF MIKE
two hundred people in the Convinced that theirs is a voice AND PHOEBE are : Consuela Lee
audience..
that must remain alive, these Moorehead., piano; Bill Lee,
Perhaps he'll perform his four sisters and brothers have acoustic bass; A. Grace Lee
school-ring chain feat, which I devoted their lives to preserving Mims, soprano; and Cliff Lee,
can attest to because he used a the beauty and power of their fluegelhorn and trumpet. They
ring of a friend. He has never rich
Afro-American
musical are assisted by a drummer.
performed this feat on television heritage. Through their own
Billboard_.....magazine gave the
and says he never will so this one compositions
and
arrange- following d~scription of these
segment is worth going to see. ments they present the spiritual, " four members of the talented
(Someone show him this article jazz, worksongs and blues in a Lee family. Consuela is a very
and shame him into it).
way that is both unique and uni -' lyrical pianist. Bil_l)s a well known
Then, for a time, he involves versa!.
bassist. A. Grace Is a brilliant sopthe entire audience by picking
THE DESCENDANTS perform rano vocalist and Cliff is a
up random thoughts from the in their own style but remain true creative fluegelhorn player."
audience (don't worry you really to the masters who have gone
THE DESCENDANTS grew up
have to be concentrating to before them . Committed to a in the rural village of Snow Hill,
make it through all those waves). pure musical sound , they use no Alabama . Their father was a
Now thi~ may be ca~led a trick ~r electronic instruments or gim- bandmas.ter and their mother an
done with plants in t~e aud'.- micks, preferring to use the' accomplished
pianist.
As
ence but the next section cant ' acoustic instruments (including children they were given musical
be prearranged.
the voice) which made jazz training by their parents and
If he follows past patterns he stylists distinctive and spiritual each pursued musical studies in
will invite ~- _larg~ number of and blues singers great.
college and beyond.
·
people to Join him on stage
Since their formation in 1972
The name of the group was
where he will attempt to sugge st THE DESCENDANTS have been selected to honor their maternal
autobiography Twenty-Five Palmer-Head wrote in Routes
t? them . It is K~eskin's c~nte~- pleasing audiences on college slave ancestors, Mike and · Years in the Black Belt published magazine, "The message THE
tIon that hypnotism doesn t exi st campuses and in concert halls Phoebe, who managed, against • in 1918.
DESCENDANTS convey is one of
in j ts popular form . No trances. across the nation with their great odds to become reunited
Music critic David Billman strong cultural heritage. The
~o undressing pe?ple and_mak- deeply moving and meaningful and to keep their family together
gave the fol lowing description of seeds of courage and family
mg t~em cluck like a chicke~. music.
One
concert-goer during slavery . THE DESCENthe music of THE DESCENDANTS
loyalty planted by Mike and
Nothing of . the . sort . Kreskm summed up their performance DANTS' grandfather, William J.
OF MIKE AND PHOEBE: " It's
Phoebe over a hundred years
s~arts o~t wit~ . s~mple ~ugges- by saying " That was more than a Edwards, founder of Snow Hill
pure, and culturally rich, wi~h a ago have produced a strong tree
tIons 1mmobilmng di_ff~rent concert- it was an experience I "
spiritual grace. " Reviewing a bearing sweet life-giving fruit for
Institute in Snow Hill, Alabama
areas of the body and elimmat- Their record album, " A SPIRIT recorded his family roots in his
DESCENDANTS concert, Theda the world to harvest musically."
ing those who are not suggestible until he finds ten most
suggestible people. He does put
them to sleep but no counting or
watching watches, he merely
Millan
Bloedel
Containers,
The afternoon session will
closed their lids and says sleep.
An [nternational Students Day from other countries in their adtwo
workshops McDonald 's, J.B. Williams and
will be held on Friday, justment to their new culture. A feature
Amazing .
I won 't de·s troy the show by September 29, 1978 in Downs film presented by the National concerned with academic plan- the New Jersey Division of Travel
and Tourism.
telling you what he might do Hall. A morning reception will
Association for Foreign Student ning and public health and
(when, in fact, he may have introduce the new students from
Affairs will be shown that safety. An official reception will
The Mayors of Union and
changed his repetoire entirely. many countries now ·enrolled at
prese.nts a broad view of U.S. honor Embassy quests, selected
Elizabeth and
C~ngressman
All I' ll promise is an entertaining Kean College to school adsociety and deals with some of public officials and gift donors. Matthew Rinaldo have been inevening with a good showman ministrators and faculty.
the problems that foreign Each student will receive a gift vited to join in the welcome
and a hell of a lot of fun .
The Day has been planned by
students face in orienting to it box of American products.
festivities.
Just, though , to whet your the newly formed International
and function-ing within it after a
Many companies within the
More information can be obappetites a bit of background. Student Advisory Committee
discussion dealing with immi- surrounding community who
Kreskin attended Seton Hall and the International Students
gration, jobs, financial aid, a lun- have supported the program in- tained by calling Ann Walko, Ascheon wrll be held in honor of clude: The Bristol-Myers Com- sistant Dean of Students at Kean
(don't boo ... it's part of the con- Association. The program t-i,as
the new students .
sortium) and , I believe, he been designed to assist students
pany, Proctor and Gamble, Mac- College (527-2190) .
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Descendants of Mike and Pheobe

International Students Day

The College Center Board
in cooperation with the
Social Committee
presents the first
All College Picnic

KEAN COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF INTRAMURAL-RECREATIONAL SPORTS
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
FALL 1978
SWIMMING POOL HOURS
Evening Hours•
Daytime Hours

5:00-10:00 p.m.
12 :15-1 :30 p.m.••
Monday
5:00-10:00 p.m.
Tuesday
8:00-10 :00 p.m.
12:15-1 :30 p.m. ••
Wednesday
5:00-10:00 p.m.
Thursday
5:00-10 :00 p.m.
Friday
12:15-1 :30 p.m. ••
Saturday
11 :00 a.m .-4 :00 p.m .
Sunday
11 :00 a.m .-4:00 p.m.
• As of November 1, 1978 the evening Pool Hours will be 6:00-10 :00
p.m .
•• Faculty / Staff Swim (a lso open to students)
•••· The pool will open at 7:30 p .m. on October 17.

music by

Kingfish
and·
Robert Hunter

WEIGHT ROOM HOURS•

1

Monday-Frida y
12:00-11 :00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday
11 :00 a.m.-4 :00 p.m.
• The Weight Room is located in Campus School West.

.Friday, Sept. 29th at 12 noon
in front of the College Center
Free Hot Dogs and Soda
Thursday, September 21, 1978
9:30- 3:30 p .m.
4 :00- 8:00 p .m .
6:00-11 :00 p .m .
7:40- 10:10 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-End

Nu Sigma Phi Used Book Sale
SA 131
Nu Sigma Phi Used Book Sale
SA 131
Third World Movement Gospel Choir
PA141
Explorer Scouts/ Political Science
J137
Co-Curricular Program Board Presents :
Wilkins Theatre
CLAUDE KIPNIS Mime Theatre - free - tickets required in advance

Friday, September 22, 1978
9:30- 3:30 p .m.
6:00-11 :00 p .m .
7:00-10:00 p.m.

Nu Sigma Phi Used Book Sale
Student Council Meeting
Evening Student Council Meeting

SA131
Mtg Rm A
Alumni Lge

Evening Student Council Picnic
(rain date Sept. 24)

Lib. Pie Gnds

9:30-2 :00 p.m .

Social Work Club

Alumni Lge
Mtg Rm A

6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.

Mass
CCB Film: "Julia" 25¢ admission

Wilkins Theatre

Groove Phi Groove Social

Grill Room

Nu Sigma Phi Used Book Sale
Descendants of Mike & Phoebe Workshop
Co-Curricular Program Board presents:
" ROOTS" Descendants of Mike & Phoebe
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
Part Time Orientation

SA131
Little Theatre

Saturday, September 23, 1978
4:00 p.m.

Sunday, September 24, 1978
Browsins R,n

Monday, September 25, 1978
9:30- 3:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m .
8:00 p.m.
9:00-11 :00 p .m.
6:00 p.m.

Tuesday, September 26, 1978
12:00 noon
12:30- 2:30 p.m .
1 :40- 2:55 p.m .

"

6:00-11;00 p.m .
7:40-10 :10 p.m.

"

8 :00 p.m .

Renata Club
Athletic Dept.
Social Work Dept.
IFSC
Latin Fraternity
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
Education Curricuium Committee
Circle K Club
Chem-Physics Club
Association for Computing Machinery
PROUD
Jewish Student Union presents:
Dr. Bernard Weinstein in " Images of
the Jew in America Literature" refreshments free
FASA
Council for Exceptional Children
International Student Association
Biology Dept.-Dr. Virkar
Science Organization
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Sigma Phi
Nu Sigma Tau
Delta Sigma Pi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Delta Pi
Omega Sigma Psi
Sigma Beta Chi
Nu theta Chi
Sigma Theta Chi
Lambda Chi Rho
Zeta Delta Pi
Alpha Theta Pi
Rho Theta Tau
Council for Exceptional Children Meeting
Circle K Club
Edward Albee presented by
Townsend Lecture Serie~ & Co-Curricular
Program Board - free - tickets required in advance

Wednesday, September 27, 1978
12:00 noon
3 & 8 p.m .
7:00-10 :00 p.m .
8:00 p.m .
6:00 p.m.

Women Talk
S/ A Film: " The Graduate" free
Visual Communication Seminar
Townsend Lecture Presents: " The Amazing
Kreskin " free - tickets required - all distributed
Part Time Evening Orientation

Wilkins Theatre
Browsing Rm
Downs Hall
Alumni Lge
Mtg Rm 8
Alumni Lge
W207
W200
J101
H122
J143
C218
CSW111
W2018
W300

VE112
J137
)102
8123
8109
Browsing Rm
W209
W4028
W413
J136
J141
)142
VE211
)144
8208A
8224B
T212
VE207
VE311
T210
8222
Wilkins Theatre

Alumni Lge
Little Theatre
Browsing Rm
Wilkins Theatre
Downs Hall

-
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ATTENTION !
WANTED
Female to share apartment in
Elizabeth or nearby college vicinity.
Will move into your place or find
one. Contact: Maryanne 527-9808
after 6 p.m.

Graduate student looking foe_
apart ment or ho use to share. Willing to move in with or go look for
place. Call 527-2573 during the day. '
Ask for Dave.
•
The Delta Rho Chapter of Kappa
Delta Pi, the National Honor
Society for Education Majors, will
hold its first open meeting at 3:30
p.m.; October 111th in Downs Ha ll .
Aden Lewis, a professor from the
Music Department, will present a
workshop entitled "Using Music Ip
Unify t he Elementary School Curriculum."
Prof. Lewis has ta ught in elementary schools twenty-fi ve years and is
author of "Listen, Look and Sing"
published by Silver Burdette Co.
Currently in the works is II series of
eight books wit h records "Teaching Basic Skills Through Music"
soon to be published by Alfre d
Music Co. Spelling, numbers,
letters, phonics, addition, subtraction, word recognition and sequence using shapes and colors are
the basic skills covered in the series.
Prof. Lewis' technique is based
upon the Hungarian Kodaly
met hod of music instruction.
All members and prospective
members of Ka ppa Delta Pi are
urged to attend this innovative and
exciting workshop. It promises to
be II great beginning for an inspiring year.

1st General Meeting
of P.R .O.U.D.

Tues., Sept. 26
College Hour ( I:40-3:05)
Willis Hall 201-B
S.C.A.T.E.

The Student Committee for Advancement Thro ugh Educa ti on will
hold a Placement and Orientation
meeting on Tuesday, Se pt. 26, 1978
at I :40 College Hou r in the Browsing Room - Student Activities
Building. Students in EPS.300 and
others interested in commu nity service please attend.

HEL P WANTED
u rn extra money full time or part
time, nights and/or weekends.
Oecorators Plastics, Inc. 865 W.
Grand St., Elizabeth , N .J . Call 2892300 between 9 a.m . and 5 p.m.

The next commuter Coffeehow' will
take place on Wednesday, October
4, at 10:JCJ a.m. in Hutchinson Lobby. See you there!

PR t-LA W CLU B
IS OPtN TO
NtW MEM BERS HIP

Attention Soci11I
Work Juniors!

The Co-Curricular
Program Board

p resents

CLA UD E KI PNIS
Mime Theatre
T hursday, Sept. 21 at 8:00 p .m .
Wilk ins T hea tre
F ree tickets in CC 143 &
Inform a t ion Desk

T uesday, Sept. 26 at 1:40 p.m. , W-300 ·
T he Kean Jewish Student Union presents :

Dr. Bernard Weinstein's
IMAGES OF THE JEW IN AMERICAN LITERATURE
AS SEEN THRO UGH MALAMU D AND WALLANT
New m embers a nd old friends , please joint us for d ialogue and
refreshme nts.

CCB and the Social Committee invit~ you to the -

A TTJ,:NTI O N ALL
SOCIAL WORK SENIORS
There will be a meeting outside J305 on
Thursday, September 21, 1978 at 5:00
p.m. We will discuss the J unior Orientation . All Social Work Seniors should
attend.

ALL COLLEGE PICNIC
Friday, Se pt. 29 - 12 noon in front of College Center
Entertainment By : KINGFISH
and Robert Hunter

COUNCIL FOR
tXCEPl'I ONAL <;: HI LDR EN .

c.E.C.
C.E.C. cares a bout the retarded
citizens of New J ersey. You ca n too.
by joining our club. We need your
support and ideas to help these
citizens. Everyone is welcome to
join our club, you don't have to be a
Special Education Major. C.E.C.
involves themselves with on and off
campus activities to be nefit the
reta rded . This club has many rewarding aspects and provides good field
experience with the retarded. Come
care with us, and share the fu lfillment of working with exceptional
children.
Meetings are held every Tuesday
at I :40 during the college free hour
in Jl37. Night meetings are held
every Tuesday night in Sloa n
Lounge at 7:45. Help us to hel p
others.

OUTING CLUB
College Hr.
( 1:40 p .m .)

or ca ll Mike at 337-7126
Open to Everyo ne

There is a Cra!t Store On Campus!
Wall h a ngi ngs - J ewelry - Beads
Macrame - P ict ure s - P ottery - Paintings

Sloan Lounge - Student Center
Hours 10 be pos ted Students Please bring in y our
Workers Wanted'/
Crafts - sell or show
Barbara Horning
Chairman 885-1692

Anyone interested in helping out the Coffeehouse
Committee in any way,
please contact Dave Meyers
in CC112. We riced acts to
perform and people-.to help
set up and run the houses.
The first Coffeehouse will
be on Oct. 12 at 8:30 in Sloan
Lounge. The others will all
be on Thursday nights.

On Sunday, Se pt. 24, 1978 the
Social Work Club and the Social
Work Honor Society, Alpha Delta
Mu, will co-spopsor a Workshop
Orientation from'a student perspecti ve, and an Informa l Buffet Luncheon, at Downs Hall fro m IO a. m.
to 2 p.m.
Workshops will be student led
small group disc ussions o n involvement and participatt io n in the
Social Work program as bo(h
students and interns. T his is the
perfect opportunity for new social
work students to feel welcomed into
the program. Faculty members will
also be present for the luncheon.
Please join us. You will have a very
beneficial experitmce!

The Kean College Pre-Law Club
is holding an organizational meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 3, at College
Free Hour (1:40), in room J-103, in
Hut chin son Hall. An y o ne
interested in studying law or working in any legally related fi eld is
welcomed .
The Pre-La·w club is open to all
students regardless of major or class
rknk. Fres hmare es peciall y encouraged to attend the first meeting
of the year on Oct. 3rd .
A new membership list will be
created and ,all executive offices
must be filled at this time. If you
have any interest at all in the club
please attend this organizational
meeting.

Backpacking in Verm ont Woods
Weekend of September 22nd
R m. J -130
T uesdays

The N u Sigma Phi Book Exchange will close o n Hid ay, Septem ber
22, 1978. A ll books and mo ney m ust be p icked up by Friday,
Septem ber 22 at 3:00 p.m. We will n ot be respo nsi ble after
September 22nd .

Make extra money
Sell your crafts!
"Soon supplies
for Macrame"

F ree Hot Dogs, Burgers, Soda
Evening Student Council

All interested Jazz
Performers who
would like to compete for cash $$$
prizes. Get info
and ·fill out application at Student
Activities Office
CC1 43.

...

Renata Club had an installation a nd reacqua intance d in ner
on June 14, at the Town & Cam pus, Union, N .J . Carol Kowal
wa s the past presi<le nt. Renata
installed Judy Seidma n to be
pres ident for the 1978-1979
academic year.
Renata serves the need s of t he
" no n-traditiona l'' st udents at
Kean C ollege .
Our first meeting will be o n
Sept. 26, Tuesday , at 12 o'clock
at Downs Hall. We will have an
organizational and information meeting. Refreshme nts will
be served. Hope to see new faces
and our c-urrent members.

ATTENTION!!!
Scholarship Applications Now Available
in Student Organization Offices (CC I28) between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Requirements:
• Must have a GPA of 2.0 or better
• Must be a full-time Gtudent (12 credit hours or more)
• Must have accumulated 29 credit hours at Kean College
Selection Based on:
• Activities involved in at Kean College
• Academic Standing
• Financial Need
Applications are due in Student Organization by Friday, September 29, 1978 by 4:00 p.m.
I

Se pte m ber 23, 1978

Autumn Harvest Picnic
Free
Food

-

Entertainm ent _
Located at: College Center
at 4:00 p .m .

Games

Rain date Sept . 24, 1978

CCB presents a New ,York Cabaret Show

"FUNNY B USINESS"
T hursday, Sept. 28 - 8: 00 p .m .
Wilkins Theatre - 50ct Donation
Towards Kean College B~seball Team

We have had a buzzer system temporarily installed for the
use of handicapped students who need assistance entering
the Library. When leaving the Library, please speak to one
of our staff at the Circulation Desk to assist in exiting as the
system is designed only for entrance.
,
We hope that for the time being this will be of help until we
are able to have a new door system installed.

Al~TENTION:
Constitutions for all funded
groups of Student
. Organization must be
sum bitted to Valerie Allen,
Vice-President by Friday,
September 29. 1978 at
4:00 p.m. in the Student Org.
Offices. Failure to do so
will cause immediate
freezin2 of funds.
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Fifth Annual Kean Colleg('
Russian Adventure Trip
Russian Studies In
Leningrad and Moscow
~

Jan. 12 to Jan. 21, 1979
3 college credits
$769.00
THIS IS A BARGAIN-PRICED, ADVENTURE-PACKED, MIND-BOGGLING, TEN-DAY
COLLEGE COURSE WHICH WILL PLACE YOU INTO THE VORTEX OF ONE OFT HE MOST
AMBIGUOUS OF MODERN-DAY COUNTRIES- THE SOVIET UNION - TO STUDY THE
CULTURE, HABITS, LITERATURE, ART, AND EVERYDAY LIFE OF ONE OF THE MOST
DIVERSIFIED PEOPLE IN THE WORLD- THE RUSSIANS- WHERE YOU WILL BE ABLE
TO SEE, FOR YOURSELF, THOSE TURBULENT EVENTS ' AND CATALYTIC FORCES
WHICH TRIGGERED OFF THE "TEN DAYS THAT ~HOOK THE WORLD."

.
HIGHLIGHTS: Leave from NYC on J~rnuary 12th- by Aeroflotjet~ and land in Leningrad, the city
made famous by Peter the Great and the site of the Bolshevik Revolution. No time is wasted as you rush
off to visit the Peter and Paul Fortress, the Admiralty, St. Isaac's Cathedral, Palace Square, and Nevsky
Prospect. Roam inside the Winter Palace-now called the Hermitage, perhaps the largest museum in
the world. That night, listen to magnificant arias resounding in the Leningrad Opera House. A few days,
later, it's off to Moscow; first stop, the Kremlin, protected by Red Square, the heart of Russia's
enigmatic history. Gaze at St. Basil's Cathedral a11d the I van the Terrible Bell Tower. Visit the GUM,
the Tsar's Connon, and Borovitskaya Gate. That night, sft down in luxury in the famous Bolshoi Ballet
and watch a dazzling pas de deux. A few days later- on January 21st- walk in a solemn line to view the
body of the late Vladimir Lenin, the Russian leader who dies in 1924 but whose memory has been
transformed into a national apotheosis. Then- a few hours later-it's back to Moscow Airport, to
jump on your Aeroflot jet for a fast flight back home.
-

The Cost

,,

The $769.00 covers the entire trip (no extras) and includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

round trip jet transportation on Aeroflot airline
first class hotels in both cities
bus transportation between airport and Russian hotels
jet transportation between Leningrad and Moscow
all meals : Breakfast, lunch, and dinner plus a gala farewell banquet
daily sightseeing on the Russian Intourist buses
two tickets to the opera, ballet, circus , or theatre
all taxes , tips , and service charges
Additional Expenses
Kean College Tuition Charges
3 credits @ $22.00 a credit. .. $66.00
Visa Fee . .' .$15.00

GOOD NEWS FOR VETERANS: WHEN YOU SIGN UP FOR THIS COUSE, YOUR GI BILL
WILL PAY $311.00 (OR MORE) TOWARDS T HE COST. CHECK WITH YOUR VA ADVISOR
FOR DETAILS.

Hurry, H11rry, Hurry. All deposits are due by November 3rd. Ru~ over and see Professor Ed
Williams- in Willis 107-for application forms and more information.

•
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Freshmen Win Opening
The Kean College football team, fresh from an impressive 20-6 opening victory over St. John's, will travel to
Old Westbury, Long Island Saturday to face New York
Tech.
The kickoff is slated for 1 :30.
" I was pleased with our showing against St. John's," Ray Murphy, head coach, said. "The
offense was a little sporadic, but
we showed we could move the
football. And I felt the defense
played well. "
Kean had 266 yards in total
offense, led by freshmen Gary ·
Barnes (Rahway) and Mark Hicks
(Averill Park, N. Y.). Barnes
rushed for 67 yards and two
touchdowns on nine carries,
while Hicks gained 84 yards on 12
carries.
Quarterback Jim Handy completed five of eight passes, including four to junior Mike
Thomas (Somerset) for 51 yards.
Freshman Dan Deneher was
also impressive, kicking field
goals from -49 and 25 yards.
Deneher is from Pequannock.
Barnes was voted the offensive
back of the week by the coaches,
while
Paul Burroughs, a
sophomore from Bayonne, was
defensive back. Burroughs had
two inte~cepted, a fumble
recovery and a blocked kick.
Fred Hemsey, a freshman from
West Paterson, was offensive
lineman of the week and Frank
Villone (Maplewood) and Ron
Panucci. (West Orange) shared
the defensive lineman award.
" New York Tech is huge,"
Murphy said, " but they may be a
little slow. I think our speed will
be the deciding factor. If we can
go outside on 'them, I think we
can beat them."
New York Tech dropped a 14-0
decision to Iona in its opener last
week.

Murphy said there would
probably be two changes in the
offensive starting lineup with
Barnes replacing Derrick Brown
and Andy Strelec, a freshman
from Madison, replacing Harold
lfil at wide receiver.
"We came out of the game in
good shape physically," Murphy
said. "Jack Foley (Highbridge) is
the only questionable starter
(guard) and if he can't go, Rich

Plesher (Colonia) will start.
"This game is important to
help build momentum," Murphy said. "We're so young, getting off to a 2-0 start would go a
long way toward building confidence. "
The Squires will open their
State Cqllege Confe'rence
season, Sept. 30 at home against
Montclair at 8 p .m.

Indy
Needs
Writers

Passing Boom ·Predicted
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS. (CPS)
- Each year the
tional Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) gives college football a
couple of rule changes to worry
about and play around. And with
each rule change comes a series
of protests that the game · will
never be the same.
Last fall, for example, the
NCAA introduced a rule permitting downfield blocking on
passes caught beh,ind or at the
line of scrimmage. About 60
percent of the nation's major.college coaches thought the rule
would lead to a boom in passing
yardage. Jhey were right. Completion percentages and yardsper-passing attempt hit all-time
highs in 1977. Passing yardage
had its biggest increase since
1958.
But now the college coaches
have changed their minds.
They' ve decided the downfield
blocking rule didn't have much·
to do with the passing increases,
after all. Only about 39 percent
of the coaches · polled this

summer thought the rule had
much effect.
Instead, they think a new, 1978
rule is going to increase passing.
The new rule stops defensive
backs from eliminating a pass
receiver from a play by b'umping
him out of bounds. Of 139
coaches polled by the NCAA, 72
percent thought the new
comeback rule will help passing
more than the downfield blocking rule had.

Kean College Hockey Tearn
1978-79 Schedule
1
2
• 3
4
• 5
• 6
• 7

• 8

• 9
•10
•11
•12
13
14
•15
*16
*17
18
*19
20
*21
22
*23
*24
*25

Date
Oct. 29
Oct. 30
Nov. 5
Nov. 8
Nov. 12
Nov. 19
Nov. 22
Nov. 29
Dec. 3
Dec. 6
Dec. 10
Dec. 17
Jan 7
Jan . 12
Jan . 21
Jan. 24
Jan. 31
Feb. 3
Feb. 4
Feb. 10
Feb. 13
Feb. 17
Feb. 18
Feb. 22
Feb. 25

Day
Sun.
Mon .
Sun .
Wed.
Sun .
Sun.
Wed.
Wed .
Sun.
Wed .
Sun.
Sun.
Sun
Fri.
Sun.
Wed.

w, ,rJ.

A
A
H
H
A
H
A
A
H
A
A
H
H
H
H
H

H

Sat.
A
Sun. H
Sat.
H
Tues . A
Sat.
H
Sun . H
Thurs. A
Sun . A

Opponent
N .J.I.T.
CCM
Upsala
Wagner
Columbia
John Jay
Fordham
Rutgers
Columbia
Queens
Wagner

Rink
Branch- Brook
Menning
Branch Brook
Branch Brook
Riverdale
Branch Brook
Riverdale
Old Bridge
Branch Brook
Riverdale
Montclair
FDU
Branch Brook
Seton Hall
Branch Brook
Penn State
Branch Brook
Rutgers
Branch Brook
Stonybrook
Branch Brook
N.J .I.T.
Bra nch Brook
Ramapo
Sports A Rama
Paterson
Branch Brook
Southern Conn . Elmsford
Ri verdale
John Ja y
Cent. Conn .
Elmsford
Fordham
Branch Brook
Saint John 's
Scateland
Stonybrook
Superior

Time
9:15 p .m.
7:15 P·rTJ·
9:15p.m.
10:15p.m.
6:30p.m.
9:15 p .m.
8:45 p.m .
10:00 p.m.
9:15 p.m.
8:45 p.m.
7:45p.m.
9:15 p.m.
9:15p.m.
· 6:00 p.m .
9:15 p.m.
10:15 p.m .
10:15p.m.
1:45 p.m .
9:15 p.m.
8:30p.m .
8:30p.m .
8:30p.m.
9:15p.m.
9:00p.m .
8:00p.m.

• Metropolitan Collegiate Conference Games.
Head Coach: Tom O ' Donnell
Assistant Coach : Bob Boylan
Trainer: John Kulesza
Statisticians: Sue Miller, Lin da Donoch

MAIN GYMNASIUM HOURS
Monday-Friday
3:00-5 :00 p.m .
7:00-11 :00 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
11 :00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
GYMNASIUM D (SMALL GYM)
Monday-Friday
3:00-11 :00 p .m.
Saturday & Sunday
11:00 a.m .-4:00 p.m.
The fa ci lities are open to all students, faculty and staff of Kean
College. A valid I.D. card is required for entrance. Alumni Association
may use the facilities on Fridays and Sundays
Immediate family members of faculty and staff who wish to use the
facilities must secure a pass from the Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports. Thus pass can be obtained Monday-Friday (8 a.m.5 p.m .) ·in Room, D-114, D' Angola Gymnasium.

Kean College Phy.-Ed. Cl ub is
planning to run a series
youth
sports clinics.
Only Phy . -Ed . majors
interested in instruction or assisting in the clinics should contact
either clinic director Al Bowden
or Susan Clement at the Phy.-Ed .
office. Deadline 9-28-78.

o:

All wom en interested in trying
out for the basketball team
should plan to attend a meeting
Monday, September, 25 at 3:30
on room D-127 in the D'Angola
Gym.

HOMECOMING QUEEN CONTEST
REQUIREMENTS
Open to all Kean College Students (full time). You may sponsor yourself or have a -sponsoring organization.
APPLICATIONS
May be picked up starting 9 / 14/ 78 from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. in Student Org. office. Deadline:
9/22/78 at 3 p.m.
JUDGING
First judging: 9 / 25/ 78 at 6:30 p.m. in Student Org. office. Final judging: 9 / 27 / 78 at 6:30 p.m.
in Student Org. office.
~
PHOTOS
Pictures of the five finalists will be in the Independent on 9 / 26 / 78. All finalists will be notified
as to when their picture 1s to be taken.
GAME DAY
9/30/78 - The five finalists will be present. At half-time the winners will be an nounced .
PRIMARY CONCERNS
4. Grades
1. School Activities
5. Awards and Honors
2. Community Activities
3. Personal Appearance
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INDEPENDENT

Long Lines, Few Books

Alaskan Independence?

FAIRBANKS, ALASKA - The to land - by war, by negotiated
books needed . And, sometimes
party's candidate for governor is treaty, or by expropriation . He
professors are not assigned to a feisty Indian. It 's nominee for says, "The Constitution protects
teach a class until school actuLieutenant Governor is a crusty you from expropriation. By the
ally opens, so they can 't possible gold miner.
Constitution, the states stand by
·
be able to order books in adDonald Wright and Joseph you against war. And the
vance . Finally, sometimes books
Vogler are running as a team congress in its ignorance refused
are lost in the ma il or shipping is
with the single-minded purpose to negotiate a treaty with the
late."
- expressed in the name of their natives ." The fact that
Well , whatever could could
Alaskan Independence Party. Washington hasn 't listened to
have happened has. Still , the
~imply put, they propose to take them has only made Vogles and
Wright angrier.
situation must be resolved and
t he 49th state out of the union .
Says Vogler: " You cannot purtext books should arrive to be
Wright is 48 years old and
used on schedule. How long will
former President of the Alaska chase sovereignty - the Panama
the progress of edu cation be
F,ederation of Natives. He and Canal Treaty fight proved that."
deterred because of the tarthe 65-year-old Vogler are com- He says, " When the United
diness of text books?
pelling speakers , especially States, in its estimation , took title
when they lock onto their to Alaska from Russia, all it got
favorite subject - the wrongs, was a quit claim deed to nothing.
abuses and injustices they claim The best it could do was to hold
CHICAGO, ILL. (CPS) - Operation PUSH , the black the United States has heaped o n Alaska in a Fiduc iary capacity,
self-help group chaired by Rev. Jesse Jackson, has Alaska .
·
with the task and trust to turn the
At the core o f their dispute is land over to the first legally
declared war on the Rolling Stones. PUSH is organizing a
boycott of the Stones' latest album, " Some Girls," and land . They claim the U.S. holds constituted government - the
illegal title to most of Alaska 's 375 state of Alaska ."
" Miss You," a single taken from the album.
Instead , the United • States
mill ion acres. Voglen says that in
WVON , a major black radio tor Hal Jackson (no relation ) the new country, the govevn- claimed it held title to most of
station in Chicago, has already added that " I know Mick ment would have to release Alaska and in the Statehood Act
agreed not to play " Miss You ," (Jagger) very well . The guy 's every bit of land to the people. gave Alaska only the right to
which makes rather astounding . really not a bigot, but (writing Buthe and Wright have other select about 103 million acres of
claims about black women ' s sex- the lyrics) was a stupid thing to grievances as well . Wright says federal land . ·
ual attitudes. WBLS in New York do ."
That, Wright and Vogler say,
the government has stripped
has also refused to play the son~.
Stupid or not, it's selling. " Miss Alaskans of their rights as a was an illegal and unconstituYou " is currently the fourth
sovereign state in violation of the tional provision which tainted
Rev. Jackson told Variety the
biggest-selling single in the
Constitution of the United States the act making_ Alaska the 49th
album's lyrics are " an insult to
country, while " Some Girls" is
state.
our race and degrad.ing to our the nation 's third most-popular of America.
Says Vogler, " If you think that ·
The
two
also
argue
that
people
women ." WBLS program direcalbum.
are not being allowed to par- is in - violation of historical
ticipate in government. If they concept, take a look at the orihad their way, every law would ginal 13 colonies. They got all
!')ave to be appr·o ved by the their land."
Vogler says independence is
voters. But continually they
return to the issues of land and the only way Alaska can ever atpr operty. Wright says that in the tain her destiny. And he says :
(Continued from page 3)
106
Robers
said,
"
It
was
O.K.
,
I
tr'
e aty under which Russia ceded " How can those people in good
admitted that they were, "O.K."
had
a
good
time,
I
had
a
few
Al,aska
to the United States, the . conscience, having stood before
Lisa
later
said
(after
a
few
more
constant head count and lockbeers."
Ray
Bock
Ill
said
,
"
As
far
U.~.
disclaimed
any right, title or the world as exponents of selfbeers), "the tacos were exing the door when 20 people
as the party is concerned, the int¢rest in land occupied or used deterr11ination, be guilty of the
cellent."
were present. I would have to
same transgressions against a
We all brought our own wine tacos had no meat, (I got there by natives. Despite that dis- colony of their own simply by
have lost my room because of
and beer," said Lynn . And after the meat was gone) but they claimer, he says, the United calling it a state?"
such an easily controlled violaamongst the 52 albums that were were still good and I had a few States has asserted ownership of
tion ."
He says the statehood act was a
played on two turntables," we beers," Ray later said, " I was very all but a few acres, including land contract that the U.S. has
Tacos a Success
toasted" . Karen Halo said, "This used or occupied by non- broken.·· ;,o, tte says; --,.,,_
danced
to
"Miss
You"
and
SanSome 70 taco shells were used
tana, she said. " The party was a is very silly" in relation to noth- natives.
the contract and let the people
during the party that also filled
smashed
success, said Chris ing at all. As she also later said in
Wright says there are only vote again, remain a state or
the two Hefty bags with garbage.
Howe. Sam, who declined to ad- relat1on to nothing," Jeem sat by three ways you can acquire title become independent."
The tacos were, " Great" said
mit his last years name but lives in himself, some blame it on the
Chris"Howe. Lisa Seymour only
onions, but I think it was the
company." B '
Besides the tacos there were
watermelons , mangos and
by Diane Christopher
grapes. As Lenore Panna put it,
Plans are being made for September 30, as Kean
"Those mangos are hard to eat
1
with chopsticks." At 12:30 a taco College's- Homecoming 78. Events of the day will
. pie was brought out by surprise commence at 11 :30 with campus organizations holding
after mostly everyone had left. tailgate picnics. The picnics will be judged and prizes will
And, this time, Karen Halo said, be awarded. Parents and alumni will be among the
"There hav~ been 4 or 5 taco par- college's guests for a day of ·annual festivities, ending
ties that I can remember. " Wh ile
Lisa Seymour said , "There were w·i th the Kean/Montclair game 8:00 at Williams Field,
only four," as Lynn later echoed, Elizabeth. One of the highlights of the day will be the
ppRO-JlO)
crowning of this years Homecoming Queen.
.
"There were four ."
Homecoming Queen appl ications are available in the student
John F. Kennedy Medical Center

by Frank Whalen
It has been a recurring
problem over the last few years,
that the Kean College Institution is experiencing a long delay
in the arrival of text books.
The delay is causing anxious
students to scramble in crowded
aisles, only to return again
bec'a use of the absence of text
books, also, the frustrated
students have to stand in long
lines to awa it c hecking out on
one of the two cashier outlets.
Each day un counted numbers
of angry students have to go to
class without text books. One
student said, " IF THE BOOK
STORE HAD TO M EET A
SCHEDUL E£ IT WOULDN 'T BE
RUNNING ."
When the irritated pupils ask
the manager or employees of the
book store when they can expect
their books, they usually receive
an " I don 't know," or, " next
week ," as an answer.
In the meantime, professors
are eager to start assign ing chapters, but have to delay because of
the tardiness of books; preventing serious students from delving into the subject immediately.
· What are the reasons for the
absence of text books? Ac-

cord ing to an employee of the
book store: " Publishers are not
printing enough books, and
when all the colleges scramble
for the available books, Kean is
left short-handed."
Another reason is the Kean
book store avoids possible overextensions of its purchases,
because it doesn 't want to have
to assume the cost of returning
surplus books.
Another common reason cited
is, faulty judgement on the part
of professors , book stores and
publ ishers as to the amount of

PUSH Shoves Stones

Taco Party 'A Sma·.sh'

Homecoming Queen 78
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organization offices with a 3:00

Edison , New Jersey

Classes begin in October. January. April and
July. One-year course follows AMA recan mended curriculum. Evening and Saturday
schedule during initial three-month didactic
p rogram fo llowed by nine-month internship at
any one of 15 affiliated hospitals in the Metropo Iit an New York , New Jersey , and
Philadelphia area. Class size limited to 15.
Facu lty c o ns ists of board -certif ied
rad iolo g ists , medical scientists ,with ad va nced degrees , a ,nd reg istered nuclear
medicine technologists.
Modern nuclear medici ne department with
the latest equipment has been recognized
nationally.
Graduates el igible to take the National Registry examinations.
The c ourse is opened to individuals with two
years of college study in the sciences, registered nurses, a nd registered x-ray or medical
technolog ists.

Write to director of the school
· or coll (201) 321 - 7551
Guaranteed Student Loon Program Available

J()HN P. KENNEDY
MEDIC AL CENTER

Sip into something
®

So s m ooth . Easy to s ip . Deli ciou s!
Com fort ®'s unlike a n y oth er li q uor.
I t tastes goodjust poured over ice.
That's why it m a k es mi xed d r ink s
tas te much b etter, too.

Southern
Comfort®
great with:
Cola • Bitter Lemon
Tonic• orange juice
Squirt ... even milk

Edis6n, N.J. 08817 • (201 ) 321-7551
SOUTHERN COMFORT COR PORATION , 100 PROOF LIQUEUR, ST. LOUIS, MO. 63132

<,.

September 22, 1978 deadline.
The contest is open to all fulltime
students and an applicant may be
sponsored by an organization or
oneself. The homecoming
queen contestants will be judged
on general appearance, verbal
presentation,
awareness
of
current events and campu s and
community activities. This years
queen will have the opportunity
to compete for two additional
titles, that of · queen of the
Garden State Bowl at the
Meadowlands and the Orange

Bowl in Miami. Both of these
pageants will be held in
December with preliminaries in
the upcoming months. If our
queen goes on to capture the
title of either of these\contests,
the sponsoring organizations
will donate scholarships to Kean
in the name of our queen . Interested students should
pick up applications in Student
Organization and bring .them
back as soon as possible. The first
judging will take place on
September 25 at 6:30 p.m. and
the final judging will be
September 27 at 6:30 p.m . The
five finalists will be notified and
their pictures will be taken for
the Independent.

